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B. A. F. Jones, President 1984-1986
opening the new Glan Dena, 22nd March, 1986
Photo by Peter Wild
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Editorial
Our national obsession with property ownership, and an enthusiasm to
embrace a mortgage which not only pushes at the limits of disposable income but
also stretches into distant decades, is rare in Europe. Not for us the small flat and
the large tent that are the twin pillars of the lifestyle of our kindred spirits in alpine
lands. The voice of the nation at prayer is often incoherent, but in the cloisters and
jungles of personal finance the plea for inflation has had a traditional and durable
note. As we settle down to such a level of hut fees and subscription, agreed amid the
fervour of rebuilding, we pray that hut use and new enrolment may retain their
traditional vigour.
The remorseless rise in the standards of mountaineering achievement and
equipment is roughly matched by improvements in accessibility, and information,
and the rest of the climbing infrastructure. Hut design can be no exception. The
highland hovels of hostile natives may fuel the fires of fading memories, but the
discipline of cost benefit analysis, endless consultation, modern materials and
concepts, have produced a new Glan Dena of rare elegance and convenience. The
hair shirts among us may regret the onset of comfort, but most of those who
contributed so much in terms of time, money or expertise will rejoice at the
outcome. There is no reason why one should not be comfortable in one's spiritual
home.
Perhaps most of us could have taken an active part in the feasibility study, and
maybe it is not too difficult to identify the several options which emerge from that
study. To choose the best option, to convince and persuade us all that it is the best
option, to motivate a disparate group of friends to exercise their talents and skills in
a common cause, is indeed a prodigious achievement. The new hut has many
generous benefactors, but let us never underestimate the skill that is the ability to
take and implement the correct decisions. The dedication and resourcefulness of
the sub-committees has been immense but we were most fortunate to have the drive
and decisive determination of John Scarborough to lead the project teams: it is now
a great pleasure to welcome him to the Presidency. As a man of many parts he has
now, even as we go to print, dragged your Editor up the first faltering pitches of his
second life.
In a similar vein of congratulation and thanks, I would like to extend my
gratitude not only to all the contributors to this issue but also to Peter Wild, who has
given most generously of his time and skill in the taking of several, and preparation
of most, of the photographs.

22nd March, 1986
Photo by Peter Wild
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Glan Dena Re-Opening
Baf Jones
On 22nd March 1986 at U-30 a.m. I had the honour of opening the new hut. It
had taken longer than planned to complete, in fact there were several jobs still to do,
but it was usable.

We had 185 official guests, members and friends at the ceremony. Our guests
were:
John Alien and Alun Owen (Architect & Builder)
Mr. & Mrs. Williams, Gwern-y-Gof Uchaf
Mr. & Mrs. Jackson, Tal-y-Llyn Ogwen
and representatives from
The Sports Council
The British Mountaineering Council
The National Trust
The Climbers' Club
The Coventry M.C.
The Oread M.C.
The Pinnacle Club
The Rucksack Club
The University of Birmingham M.C.
Wayfarers' Club
Yorkshire Ramblers' Club
The weather was kind though overcast; we were lucky, it rained hard in Capel
Curig! After I had turned the key in the front door Peter Wild took group
photographs then the guests led us in to a plated cold lunch and a glass of wine. My
personal thanks go to Mary Shaw, who organised the feeding of the multitude. Her
talents were very much appreciated by us all. It was rather crowded with so many
people in a hut designed for 32, but by circulating on tours of inspection, we all
managed to get inside. Everyone I spoke with was full of praise for the design and
quality of workmanship. The afternoon was spent in local walks and climbs,
moving in Saturday night's occupants, and further inspections.
In the evening a dinner was held at Cobden's Hotel, Capel Curig, for 101
members and friends. After a pleasant meal we were entertained by informative and
witty speeches. John Brown, in proposing the toast of'Glan Dena', spoke about the
old hut and the members who dealt with its acquisition and maintenance. In reply
Ron Fletcher, thinking of 'A Midsummer Night's Dream', referred to himself as
'Hut' and wondered how, in this capacity, he would cope with the M. A.M. Barbara
McLauchlan proposed 'The Rebuild Sub-Committee', dealing with the subject in
general and indicating the areas of responsibility of the various members.
Responding, John Scarborough gave part of a very amusing version of the building
of Noah's Ark and its attendant labour and supply problems, likening them to our
own situation. He thanked the membership for their forbearance during the rebuild
period. The final toast of 'The Association' was from Graham Willison who spoke
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of the fine and enduring friendships he, and indeed most of us, had made within the
M. A.M., and of how supportive members had been after his accident, even those
with whom he was only slightly acquainted. Bob Robinson, replying, said that a
club is its people, whatever their personal standards of achievement or the field of
mountaineering in which they operate. Companionship is the hallmark of the
Association - "The Club is about its members and they support each other".
Following this sentiment it was heartening to see so many members present,
ranging from Ray Turner who joined in 1929, to some who joined this year.
Messages containing good wishes were read from: Jean and Murray Campbell, Bill
Duncan, Dick Edlington, Stuart Hutchinson, lannis and Sarah Paraskevas, Eileen
Parsons, Trevor Savage and Roger Wallis.
I feel that is is appropriate to record the debt of gratitude owed by members of
the Association to the Feasibility Sub-Committee who prepared the case for
rebuilding and presented it so admirably to the E.G.M. on 3rd December 1983, and
to the Rebuild Sub-Committee who finalised the design, after seeking the views of
the membership. Meetings were long, both in mid-week and at weekends but I
think that the effort was worthwhile. Special mention must be made of Mike Shaw
who successfully processed the grant and loan application to The Sports' Council;
of Roger High for co-ordinating design modifications with the builder and
architect, a vital and onerous tast; of John Scarborough who chaired both subcommittees, leading them to successful conclusions. Without John's determination
and drive I doubt that the project would have been completed so quickly. The new
hut was finally handed over to the Association on 5th May 1986 and it is my hope
that members will use it and enjoy the experience.
It was a sad day when the old hut was demolished. Many of us had fond
memories of times spent there, but age had unfortunately condemned it, and
maintenance was taking far too much time and money. My first visit was in 1949, as
a callow youth, and I was captivated by its atmosphere and its situation. We need to
impart a similar atmosphere to the new hut, redolent of the M.A.M., so that future
generations of climbers may experience many happy hours within and without its
walls.

The Sub-Committees
Feasibility

Rebuild

M. D. Grain
R. A. High
S. D. Padfield
J. Scarborough
M. N. Shaw

A. H. Boyson
R. A. High
Mrs. C. Hunter
B. A. F. Jones
Mrs. P. Mackintosh
J. G. Milton
S. D. Padfield
D. M. Roberts
J. Scarborough
M. N. Shaw
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1984
Photo by Peter Wild

1986
Photo by Peter Wild
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Miracles Take a Little Longer
or "There Can Not Have Been a Very Good View"
Roger High

A storm is promised for late afternoon but the morning sky is crystal clear.
There is not a hint of what is in store for the morrow.
The 1985 Alpine Meet had been a success. Even though the weather in the
second week had left something to be desired, the Karwendel had a friendly
atmosphere in camp, at the huts and on the hills. So everyone had been happy. The
camp was warm enough for evening social gatherings, the huts close enough to
tempt all with their warmth and hospitality. And the peaks were low enough that
there were usually ways to the tops even in poor weather. More than one member
promised a return visit based on huts instead of camping.
It had taken a week or so before the penny dropped that spending alternate
nights in the valley was daft. It is too easy to get out of phase with the weather. So it
had been for John Scarborough and I, weathered off our chosen route for the third
time. But this time, while John returned to camp to rest his buckled toes, I walked
from Lamsenjochhutte to Falkenhutte, teaming up with Tom Kerrich and Dave
Dickson on the way. They had made the long walk over from Gramai. For many the
meet was already over, but the late starters had a few days left and the time felt right
to take a look at the famous Laliderer walls.
One of the more reasonable routes is the classic north-north-west ridge, the
"Herzog kante". The lovely hut guardienne, Christina, was most helpful and
knowledgeable, although not a climber herself. Her father had been the guardian in
Hermann Buhl's heyday. She had warned of the dangers of the descent after
periods of rain, in particular a waterfall and some rather loose and slippery ledge
sections.
A 7.30 start seemed in order. We knew we should need more than the 5 hours
guidebook time for the rock climbing, especially with three on the rope, but any
earlier and the lower rocks might still be damp from the previous days' rain. It is a
perfect morning. A friendly bustle inside gives way to the cool, still, serenity which
gives the mountain, already touched by warming sunshine, an air of beguiling
innocence. The dramatic tales of horrors and rescues of yesteryear, recorded in the
hut book, seem from another world. The ridge is clearly etched in the deep morning
shadow. Let us be there! Let us share your secrets, heavenly rock!
In a few minutes we descend from the hut and set foot on the screes that lead
up to the climb. In the stillness of the morning air, the soft scrunching of boot on
scree wrings a sympathetic echo from the steep walls around. We gain height
rapidly, each with his own thoughts of the day ahead. Can we move quickly enough
as a three to return before the storm? Are we fit enough for a 600 metre climb and
can we find the route easily enough? Will there be much loose rock?
In little more than half an hour the snow tongue is reached and Tom is kicking
the first steps. The snow is firmly frozen and the foreshortening of the slope seen
from below is quickly apparent. We have kept our gear to a minimum for the climb
and our fingers have to serve in place of axes. Tom's step kicking belies any trace of
unease, while Dave is , perhaps, a little less comfortable in fell running shoes.
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Lalidererspitze. The Herzog Kante closely follows
the ridge on the right side of the photograph
Photo by Roger High

Once on rock we are immediately faced with a problem. Where do we start?
There is a broad ledge giving access to several cracks which might fit the route
description.
"Maybe we should have climbed further up the snow".
"I don't think so. We ought to be able to get up here somewhere".
"I think we should try the crack on the right", says Tom.
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So off he goes on the two ropes, while Dave changes into EB's. We climb en
fleche, to speed progress, with two seconds climbing at the same time. It is awkward
changing leads so Tom elects to take the first few pitches. The crack proves
reasonable and after a couple of enjoyable pitches, easier ground leads to the 40
metre ramp. The ramp is a welcome feature, cutting through steep ground and
leading easily leftwards to the ridge proper and it is clear we are on route. At the top
of the ramp we are greeted with breathtaking exposure.
Tom makes short work of the step above the ramp and sails on towards the first
real difficulties, the IV+ crux, we hope. The views across the great ramparts of rock
are magnificent. To the west, the wall is split by three great couloirs, the furthest of
which is the Spindler Couloir, our descent route. Good slab and crack pitches to the
right of the edge, in superb positions, give us a feeling of involvement with a great
climb. We are all enjoying ourselves and there is a good atmosphere between us.
The rock is fairly sound and without great difficulty brings us to easier ground.
There is still a long way to go, but we are well into the climb now and making good
progress, so pause for a bite to eat.
Conditions for climbing so far have been excellent, cool and dry. Now it is time
for Tom to take a break from the lead and I attack the next section with vigour. In
my eagerness to push on with the climb I run into steep ground. Cries from below
direct me further right, but to get there I have to retrace my steps, losing precious
time. Sunshine steals up over the ridge. A magnificent crack and chimney pitch
follows, finally escaping delicately out to the left.
The next section looms above, a peg marking the line. I set off again climbing a
short slab to bring myself barely within reach of the peg. The wall above is steep and
I stand in slings to reach the next holds. It is still steep and my arms begin to ache
and fingers uncurl. Retreat soon becomes less than inviting and going on, not much
better. I flounder on with an enormous effort, sweltering and parched now in the
sun, until thankfully the angle eases. I continue shakily to a belay for Tom and Dave
to come and plead to be spared the lead. It was a dicey moment down there which I
do not wish to repeat.
"Thank goodness you led that pitch, Roger. There's no way I could ever have
reached that peg" says Tom, rueing, not for the first time, the margin of nearly two
feet between his reach and mine.
Dave, although climbing well, has yet to regain full confidence in his Achilles
tendon, injured three months before, but Tom is willing as ever to lead on. There is
still a long way to go and time has been lost on the difficulties below, which were
way above IV+ and must have been a variant from the ideal line. The way forward is
clearer and Tom makes good progress. We are able to enjoy again the quality of the
route, although the edge is taken off it for me by the after effects of my earlier
efforts.
By mid-afternoon a few cottonwool clouds decorate the deep blue sky, the
western horizon has darkened and there is more than a hint of towering clouds
behind - the promised storm is on its way. Speed is now the order of the day and
never mind the style. If a peg is there pull on it, hang on it and stand on it, but don't
ignore it. In my haste and exhaustion, I leave one adorned with a sling and two
krabs. Tom climbs like a man possessed, skimming over difficulties that have Dave
and I dithering.
10
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The storm clouds approach ever nearer, slowly but relentlessly. The rumble of
thunder is louder and lightning flashes in the clouds. The summit seems near, but
with every buttress that is scaled another is revealed beyond. We move together
whenever we can and the first fine spots of rain begin to fall as we tackle yet another
steep section. Fearful of the effect of rain on the limestone, we spur our weary
bodies to even greater efforts. Mercifully the rain holds off and at last Tom cries
out, "Come on up. We're there."
It is close on six o'clock. It has been a first class climb, but there is little time for
reflection. The descent is three hours and it will be dark by nine-thirty.
"Come on. Let's go."
But there is a lurking fear of being frizzled by lightning in a streaming wet
gully. It is tempting to head for the bivouac hut, beckoning us through the mist.
There is no time to lose if we are to be out of the gully by nightfall, so off we set, still
roped. But, even as we start moving, the heavens open and we turn as one for the
shelter.
From the outside it looks more like a square helicopter cabin than a hut,
perched on a platform and anchored down at the corners with steel cables.
Inside, it is a neat and welcome haven with triple bunks on three walls,
complete with mattresses and blankets, a cooking shelf on the fourth and a table in
the middle. Someone has thoughtfully left a bucket of clean water and after a bit of
rooting around amongst packets of soup and other morsels left behind by previous
incumbents, some solid fuel is unearthed. We can hardly believe our luck.
The prospect of a brew and some warm food and the thoughts of a comfortable
night, bring a sense of euphoria. More treasures are extricated from our sacks, some
Swiss cheese, a can of Swedish mackerel, hunks of bread, fruit and chocolate,
lunches we had not stopped to eat. So this is what is meant by haute cuisine! But
how come we forgot the wine?
In the middle of all these preparations someone noticed that the hammering of
rain on the metal roof had stopped. The storm had been shortlived and we could
perhaps have descended after all. It is too late now and anyway what is the point? It
would have been no joke in our tired and hungry state, skidding about on wet rock.
Tomorrow we should be well rested and revitalized by the food and have the whole
day before us. Even if it is wet, we can just take our time. No, we might as well relax
and enjoy a night with the gods.
Our progress was watched from the hut below throughout the day and they
will guess we have holed up for the night. We could not know that John had walked
up to the hut during the day, to join us on our intended climb the following day.
Sorry, John, the weather has really got it in for you this year. He was at this very
moment discussing our plight with Christina. From the ridge above the bivouac,
we can see the hut and we try to signal that we are safe - but no one is looking.
The night passes peacefully. A quick brew and away by seven and out into a
light mist, retracing our steps back to the summit. From there the track winds down
and around south then westwards to bypass two towers on the ridge and bring us to
the Spindler Couloir. A light powder snow starts falling as we approach the col at
the head of the couloir, an hour later and a slight dusting has settled as we find the
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first abseil. We can see the snow line below and before long we should be below it. It
does not even occur to us to do anything but start down.
We tie the ropes together and set off on the first abseil. The route description
says follow the red waymarks rather than the old green, but it is bright orange paint
which marks the next abseil peg and seems to be colour of the year. At the foot of the
next rope length, there is no peg to be found and it is at first not clear what to do. A
layer of snow now covers the ledges and is even starting to cling to steeper rocks.
Failing to find a peg, Tom casts around over to the right and at last spies some red
paint and a ledge leads across to easier angled ground. He climbs on down and
secures a belay for Dave and me to follow. Another rope's length down a rib and I
uncover a peg with a line sling at the head of a steeper section. It is not as robust
looking as the first two, but the angle is easier and I volunteer to go down first.
The snow is falling more heavily now and the snow level is just as far below as
when we started down. There is a centimetre or so on our rucksacks and even our
helmets are collecting some. There is a muffled rumble of thunder. At the foot of
the abseil there is orange paint again but I fail to find another peg. I am able to belay
and Dave follows. He sees paint marks out to the right and again we are led away
from the steep gully. He and Tom are finding the paint marks better than I and in
his trainers Dave does not make the ideal anchor man, so goes down first.
The descent is evidently not going to be as straightforward as we thought, as
the abseils are interlinked by ledges, slabs and ribs. The snow line is descending
faster than we are! It is perhaps just as well we cannot see how far we have to go.
Says Tom to me, "Have you even been in such a predicament as this before?"
Numbly, "No, not at all. Do you think we should sit it out?"
"No way. I am wearing all I have. What do you think about climbing up
again?"
"I wouldn't have the energy and anyway, those first two abseils were near
enough free. We would have little hope of getting up there in these conditions."
The conditions are indeed atrocious and the odds seem to be stacked more and
more against us. Lightning flashes through the falling snow, which is covering
everything, ledges, paint marks, abseil pegs and us. We are all cold, wet and not a
little frightened.
On the other hand, we are still on route and are still making progress in the
right direction. We have plenty of time in front of us and, although tired, are all fit
and climbing safely. Providing we can keep on route and keep moving, we will
eventually get down. There is no alternative but to press on.
In spite of his trainers Dave copes amazingly well. (They do at least have the
advantage of letting the water out again!) The wet snow binds to some extent and
probably keeps some of the looser scree in place.
Little by little we make our way gingerly down, brushing away snow all the
time to try to find paint and replacements for runners. Dave and I both wear holes
in the ends of our gloves, which become wringing wet in no time. We continually
squeeze them out to restore a little warmth. Tom has a different problem. He has no
gloves! But his cagoule is about three sizes too big and covers his hands generously,
offering some protection. It gives him a comical appearance, like a garden gnome!
12
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Dave makes a brilliant job of the route-finding and lets out an occasional cry,
when he finds paint or a peg. But for the most part progress is grim and silent, apart
from the thoughts. Will it ever end? Could anyone be down there, looking or
listening for us? Would that we could be plucked from the mountain by helicopter!
... Is that a helicopter now, or just the wind, or thunder? A tongue of snow can be
made out below, but it is impossible to judge the distance. Could it be the top of the
screes? The mind wills it nearer, almost wishes for a slip to resolve the question and
get it over with. But no. Another look upwards helps regain perspective. We cannot
have come that far.
It is well into the afternoon by now. Dave has a seemingly endless supply of
boiled sweets, which keeps the party going, but is meagre fare compared with the
second breakfast he had anticipated enjoying at the hut. Now even supper there
seems in doubt! John in the meantime, has been conferring with Christina at the
hut and between them decided it was impossible to descend by this route. He had
returned to camp to await the eventual telephone call from us, asking to be collected
from somewhere on the other side of the mountain.
The slow painful process goes on. Dave gropes his way forward, feeling for
holds and runners, paint and pegs. Sodden rope passes through sodden gloves.
Wring out sodden gloves. Tiptoe down to Dave. Belay. Bring down next man.
Repeat. Try not to fall off. We are all tired.
At last a feature is found. It is the waterfall and there is a socking great peg
right above it. Thankfully we arrange the ropes and slide down, even finding we can
ease ourselves to one side and avoid getting too wet. Our fortune seems to be
turning and morale lifts.
More climbing follows until Dave gives another shout from below. "I've
found a fixed cable". Relief! Now we are on safe ground at last and we'll be off. But
it is short lived. The cable is just a 20 foot loop with tattered ends. There is a steep
drop below and not for abseiling. We really can see the screes now, over to the right,
but how to get there? Again a splash of red paint leads the way, this time across a
scoop by an improbable looking traverse to a large boulder. Dave finds a good
runner to protect the traverse and then by-passes the boulder with an airy step onto
an exposed face. Tom, who has been anchor man for a long stretch, is beginning to
feel the strain and lose confidence in his numb fingers. I had thought earlier to offer
a spell, but kept quiet, selfishly clinging to the extra security of Tom's solid
presence above me. Now I feel I must take my turn. The traverse across the scoop is
a bit harrowing and Tom lets himself down a few feet on the rope. When my turn
comes, I arrange a back rope from the cable, sacrificing a karabiner and make my
way across, heart in mouth and fingers scuffling for purchase under the snow. I
leave the next sling too, but join Dave safely.
Tom has moved on already and anchored himself onto a steel cable. We slither
down the cable, one by one, to a platform over another steep drop. The bottom is
tantalisingly close. A ledge leads away and down to the right. But it leads nowhere!
The frustration is unbearable as Dave and Tom have to return to the platform. The
only way is by a long free abseil off the cable. The ropes reach with a clear 40 metre
drop, but from there it is easy ground to the screes. I go down last and make sure the
rope is running freely and that the knot will come over the edge. But as I let myself
down, a single twist sneaks in between the edge and the cable.
13
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Tom Kerrich on the Herzog Kante
Photo by Roger High

Safely down, I pull on the rope. Nothing. Another heave and there is reluctant
movement until the knot jams on the edge. A concerted effort with Dave's weight
added finally gets it moving, but it does not give up until the very end.
The ropes are down and so are we! We look across to the foot of the climb,
transformed now by a mantle of fresh snow six inches deep. It is a different world
from the one we left yesterday morning.
14
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We coil the ropes and walk down the last 50 metres or so to the snow-covered
screes and only then do we let out whoops of relief. Even so we cross the avalancheswept slope warily.
Snow is still falling steadily as we reach the hut. It is 8 p.m., thirteen hours
since we left the summit. Christina comes outside just as we are kicking the snow off
our boots. There is a momentary look of mild puzzlement on her face, followed by
astonishment and happy relief as she suddenly recognizes us under our climbing
gear and cagoules.
"Oh! I am so pleased you are safe. And are you all right? But which way did
you come down? What? The Spindler Couloir! But I was sure it would not be
possible that way. I must ring the gendarmerie. They have been out looking for you
on the south side of the mountain, but had to come back because of the avalanches.
We had to call them when you were more than twenty-four hours overdue."
Minutes later she returns with three glasses of schnapps to warm and revive us.
The weather has taken everyone by surprise. There was a drop in temperature of 20
degrees Celsius in 12 hours. Innsbruck has been hit by floods. She tells that a friend
has been here but left at lunchtime. (John's descent had not been without incident.
Rivers were swollen out of all recognition and quite apart from the walk, he had to
drive my car over two sections of flood rubble across the road and only discovered
the road had been closed to traffic after driving down it!) We ring the camp site and
leave a message that we are safe and staying another night at the hut.
Fortunately we had not told Christina we were leaving things in the hut,
otherwise John would have taken them with him. We change into whatever spare
clothing we have and pad around the hut in socks and shorts, aware of eyes turned
towards us and the chatter stimulated by our dramatic return. One seasoned guide
gives a friendly pat on the shoulder and says simply, "Bravo!". We are given double
portions of dinner and later allowed to spread our wet gear to dry overnight in the
warmth of the kitchen. It is all very touching.
The snow continues to fall throughout the night, which is punctuated by the
rush of snow avalanching down the roof. In the morning, even at the hut it is 12
inches deep, at an altitude of only 1900 metres. The farmers are desperately trying
to get their cattle down to the valleys where they can feed them. The landscape is
transformed to a winter wonderland, at the beginning of August!
Five hours tramping through the snow brings us back to Gramai, a welcome
half litre of beer and a lift back to camp, reunited with families and friends, richer in
experience and wiser. There are many lessons to be learned, but perhaps the most
memorable comment, which had us in stitches, as small things so often do in the
aftermath of extreme physical and mental effort, came from a walker who had
entered the Falkenhutte just after us. As we were taking off our wet clothes, with
puddles gathering about our feet, he proudly told us how he had battled up from the
valley for hours through the storm. "It was terrible! Have you, too?"
Attempting to deflate him, "No, we have just come down from the top of the
Lalidererspitze."
Uncomprehending, "Ah! There can not have been a very good view!"
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The Welsh Three Thousanders
Roy Manuel
You often hear people say, "you liked the film ... you should read the book, it's
much better". Take that one step further and having the experience yourself is best
of all. Words may describe an adventure but there is no substitute for taking part. I
would therefore make an immediate suggestion to my reader. Stop reading, get
your boots on, and go and enjoy the trip. Every summer, hundreds of people have a
go. Knocking off all the 3000 footers in North Wales in one day can't be bad. You
haven't lived until you've done them!
I started in 1977 and ever since have been unable to resist what has become an
annual challenge. It is always a fabulous excursion and thanks to the changeable
weather and unpredictable companions, no two trips have ever been the same. You
won't ever forget your first attempt. I certainly won't. There were five of us to begin
with. Two dropped out and have never come back to try again. I don't blame them.
The three of us who completed questioned our wisdom to carry on almost to the last
summit.
I was a relative newcomer to North Wales and put all my trust in my
companions. My sole suggestion which was agreed, was that we should start on
Friday straight from work. We drove to Pen-y-Pas and set off about 10.30pm.
Darkness fell almost immediately and we trudged in line on the Miners' Track,
head torches following haversacks. Bob Redwood led until at about midnight he
tried walking on water, Llyn Glaslyn. His apt comment at the time ".. .oops, this is
a big puddle!".
On Snowdon we noticed other people lying around in bivi bags waiting for the
dawn which arrived as we completed Ddysgl and Crib Goch and emerged from the
mist. We were heartened by our first views, but which way now?
Our first of many committee meetings around the map followed on the descent
slopes of Crib Goch. "Back to the cars for a brew". Down we went and again
debated which way to go. Route finding went from bad to worse,".. .from the Peny-Gwryd there is a path all the way to Try fan". As the day wore on more mistakes
occurred. Bill Moores was abandoned ill on Tryfan, but despite this, with a heart of
gold, met the finishing party with his car at Aber. Derek Matthews took one look at
Elidir Fawr and collapsed. Every time we sat down we fell asleep!
We hadn't trained properly. Hadn't planned the route. Wore the wrong gear.
Went the wrong way. But despite all this were rewarded with an undeserved
mention in the Kenilworth Weekly News.
my way! After
Is there a better way? Well of course there is a better way
nine years I claim, and I am at least half serious about this, to have discovered not
only the best way to do the Welsh 3,000's, but to have made the first ascent (1985) in
this particular direction. It is very simple and has already been named the 'Q' route,
far superior'to a previously discovered 'figure of 8' product of Bob Redwood and
Wally Clarke. My 'Q' route begins at the north end, Foel Fras, knocks off all the
Carnedds, then forms a circle beginning with Y Garn and finishing on Tryfan.
What could be better than to end on the summit with the best views and the shortest
walk off.
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There is of course the classic route which begins on Snowdon and works its
way northwards. This is by far the most popular way. I should think many
thousands have completed the course this way. Those who have read Thomas
Firbank's "I Bought A Mountain" will recall how he and his wife Esme did the 14
peaks and set up a new record of 8 hours 25 minutes.
My route preference has always been north/south. It is much less crowded.
Many a time I have shared the dawn on the Carnedds with just the occasional
disturbed skylark. Admittedly Foel Fras, Foel Grac and Llewelyn adopt a sombre,
unfriendly posture. Especially when flanked by threatening mists. The distant
street lamps of Bethesda and Conway beckon orange and invite escape from the
wilderness. But, escape is out of the question! The biggest bump on this lot is
Carnedd Llewelyn. Its summit is like a small plateau. When in clag a compass is
essential and just to confuse you there appear to be two tops 100 yards apart. Twice
in successive years on Llywelyn at 5am I have met Bob Redwood soloing his figure
of 8 in the opposite direction. On the second occasion we both said "... can't go on
meeting like this!".
Should you go solo? The answer is no. Especially not if you are uncertain of the
route. I have to admit however, that I like doing it alone. I enjoy the sense of
freedom, the solitude mainly on the Carnedds the contrast when you do meet
somebody on the route
the knowing sympathetic nod or intense exchange of
explanations! Making friends when it suits you! Like at somebody else's support
party happened to me in Nant Peris 1985. The main thing about soloing is being
able to do it at your own speed. Running in places when you want to. Stopping for a
rest when you are knackered. Bring a friend along and you can't do this. One
drawback regrettably is to arrive on the last summit and be unable to celebrate the
final moment with a friend.
You must never be put off by a bad year. 1981 was a bad year. It wasn't just bad
it was terrible from beginning to end. The weather was diabolical. Conditions
couldn't have been worse. There was a death in the family just before we went; my
father had passed on following a prolonged illness. The Undertaker had to help me
make up my mind. He said "Best thing you could possibly do
a weekend in
Wales
the funeral will be on Tuesday".
Rhona and the two girls decided to join me. They needed a break having spent
the last 18 months looking after my father. They would be quite happy pottering
around Glan Dena while I was up top. They were on a promise Port Madoc on
Sunday. A good weekend would be bad by all. It was not to be. I was to see my
family twice that day, breakfast at Glan Dena after doing the Carnedds and supper
at about 9pm. My family thought as the day wore on that they might never see me
again! Unbeknown to me, when I was fighting my way along the ridge between
Glyder Fach and Glyder Fawr, a gentleman, one Desmond de Ste: Croix in his
fifties, who had sat beside Rhona and I at the breakfast table, was fighting a losing
battle for his life on the upper reaches of the north ridge of Tryfan. He had suffered
a heart attack from which he never recovered. His body was brought back to Glan
Dena where my wife, having only just seen my father pass on, there found herself
trying to console an unexpected widow. Reports were coming in of desperate
conditions on the tops. Strong winds gusting to gale force at times
would
Rhona's husband return safely?
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Needless to say, I had every intention of returning safely. In fact until I was
driven to my knees on the railway track section I was thoroughly enjoying myself.
Friends coming in the opposite direction stopped for the usual goodwill exchanges
horizontal rain
on the slopes of Y Garn. We compared weather reports
everywhere and getting worse!
They had a rough time only getting to Glan Dena at 6pm. Rhona helped them
on their way, deaf to all suggestions that they should quit.
Two of that party of four got benighted on Carnedd Llewelyn and the other
two, who thought they were following just behind, waited for hours in the refuge
hut on Foel Grac. Eventually the time factor forced them back out into the storm. If
they had waited any longer they wouldn't have completed the walk in under 24
hours. In the Manual Book of Records, Wally gained the unique distinction of a
double entry. He is the quickest person I know over the distance. Conversely, I
don't know of anybody else who has taken longer!
For my part, I had enjoyed the battle in the middle. It was the beginning and
the end bits that caused me concern. I dream a lot and sometimes even though they
are only dreams, they can be so vivid they seem real. Tucked snugly in my bivi bag
alone on the Foel Fras summit grass, I dreamed that lightning had struck the
summit, set fire to the grass, and I awoke about to be consumed in the flames. It was
only a dream, thank God, but as I went thorugh my pre-dawn preparations for the
big walk the weather closed in and was clearly in an ugly mood. I have to admit I
was bothered.
At the other end of the day, I found myself alone on the railway track being
battered to my knees. There was as much wet running down my skin as there was
my cagoule. I climbed Snowdon and was not surprised to find nobody there. Great
sheets of rain swept across the rocky summit. When they struck it was like being hit
by a brick wall! My nerve finally broke. I realised at last that all the well intended
good advice given me all my life from my mother and other non-understanding
non-mountaineering folk, was right! The time had come to put an end to all this
madness. In this gale I would surely perish on the exposed ridge of Crib Goch. I
took their advice (at last) and made my watery escape down the zig-zags to Pen-yPass.
It rained on Sunday, and my family never had their Port Madoc treat. What a
rotten weekend that was!
Sharp conflicts of loyalty and interest can arise halfway round the Carnedds
in 1983 I was in a party of five; two of which kept falling behind and in the clag kept
disappearing from view. I became increasingly agitated because if this was the
pattern for the day we would all fail. Three of us pleaded with the other two to keep
up. Eventually it became obvious that the two were less fit than usual but who was
going to tell them? It eventually fell to me to make the first of two "speeches". Here
I was to tell the two slow guys that they were about to be abandoned in the mist and
"good luck"! Later, on Tryfan, I was myself to plead to be dropped because I
couldn't keep up! In the event my plea was refused and fortunately, as our
individual speeds varied, we found a compromise which still fitted a success
formula.
We had been in the clag all day until the last summit Crib Goch where the
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mist mercifully lifted and we were able to relax and contemplate our magnificent
surroundings.
The following year, 1984, we did the same again. Just Bob and I this time, but
combining freak weather conditions, excellent
what an experience that was
walking and a touch of sun-stroke.
Bob was all right as far as Nant Peris; the fierce sun had burned off three of our
companions early on and finally a fourth, Chris Pike dropped out at the pub. Then
it was Bob's turn. What we did in two hours the year before, took four hours this
year. Bob, usually much quicker than me, suffered nausea and diarrhoea and
became exhausted. The railway track section was torture for him. He didn't fully
recover until we staggered into the Pen-y-Gwryd, just beating closing time.
The day began in excellent manner. Conditions were absolutely perfect. Dry
and cool with all the Tops in the clear. Companions, six this time, all bubbling with
excitement booting up after the best ever bivi on Foel Fras.
What an evening it had been the night before. What had appeared to be clag on
Top turned out to be clag just below the Tops, through which we climbed with
eager anticipation. On Foel Fras at 9pm we assembled our bivi bags to witness a
'first', a sunset from above the clouds. We ran out of words to describe our vast
arena our world of magic wall to wall carpeting fluffy cream cotton wool all
the way to the horizon dominated by a white hot sun suspended beyond where
Anglesey should be. Nearer at hand, and reaching above the carpet, stood the
sightless grey monoliths of Foel Grac, Carnedd Llewelyn and nearby Yr Aryg.
Soundlessly and almost unnoticed the deep blue overhead sky paled to give way to
the less contrasting pastel shades that herald the arrival of darkness creeping in
from the east. The sun dropped below our vision and we lay in silence, at peace with
the world. Nothing between us and eternity.
The following morning lived up to all our expectations. We marched high
above the clouds. The pale dawn this time dominated by a full moon. Coming in the
opposite direction doing the figure of 8 was Wally accompanied by two nonmountaineering marathon men. One of them in particular, Graham, was most
impressed. They had started from Ogwen thinking they were in for a dismal time.
In the dark they plodded upwards into the clag and just couldn't believe their luck
when it thinned got brighter and suddenly spread out below them. Graham
said, "this is great", not realising how lucky he was on his first day in the hills.
The sun rose hot and blinding and as the day wore on we found not only
pleasure in knocking off all the tops but a considerable measure of relief every time
we dropped back down into the clag. Such a hot day was bound to take its toll and it
did. Everybody dropped out of my party except Bob who nearly died on me on the
railway track.
Those who completed, which included Wally and his party, returned to Glan
Dena, raw red with sunburn to be welcomed by a John Vincent prepared three
1984.
course supper plus wine. What a year that was
There are lots of reasons why people tackle the Welsh 3,000's. For instance,
Bob Redwood did it in 1985 because he was 35. Eighteen years previously his
schoolmaster aged 35 at that time, made him promise that come '85 he would do it.
A promise which he duly kept.
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It's a bit like the London Marathon. You see parts of it, hear from others who
have done it and gradually you fancy your chances.
If you are contemplating your first attempt do not underestimate the task
ahead. You only have to see the sweat soaked faces toiling up Elidir Fawr to realise
that half of them are inadequately prepared.
Get fit, start early, travel light and you'll be alright.

Mount Ararat (5165m)
John Willison
Ararat is not a technically difficult mountain, but it does present one or two
unusual problems which account for the low number of ascents it receives.

Overlooking both Russia and Iran at the wrong end of Turkey, it has always
been an intriguing spot in the atlas. My climbing partner, Amanda, was holidaying
in Turkey at the end of July, so I agreed to join her for 10 days' leave on condition
that we attempted the summit. It meant I had to ferry Amanda's gear as well, but it
was as good a way as any to ensure she didn't take too much.
A short visit to the Alpine Club Library on the eve of departure produced a
Journal article by someone who had recently been quite near the summit. The
Editor had included something about applying to the Turkish Government for
permission by April at the latest, to obtain the compulsory escorts, mules, transport
and accommodation provided by the military, and a small matter of a fee of £400 or
so. Uncharted zones of spiders, snakes and bears, nomadic bands of fierce Kurdish
tribesmen, and trigger-happy border guards all added to the general picture. An
illegal ascent had been disclosed, but the penalties were only to be guessed at and it
was the sort of area where people disappeared from time to time.
A 1000km bus ride east from Istanbul drops me at Erzurum, Turkey's desert
equivalent of Aldershot and crawling with military. Amanda meets me to announce
we are not going anywhere near the mountain - it has been declared a dangerous
area and someone was only held up on the lower slopes at gunpoint last week.
However, a restaurant lunch restores lost faith; we get back in the bus for another 6
hour ride to the startpoint, Dogubayazit. 50 miles from the mountain the road
crosses a flat ridge, and there it is, a truly magnificent sight. Out of the grey haze of
the undulating desert rises a vast mountain topped with glaciers and snowfields,
hopelessly dwarfing any of the surrounding hills. Not climbing it is out of the
question.
At Dogubayazit we buy our mountain food: 3 days' worth of bread, cheese,
jam, biscuits, olives and chocolate. Hotel Ararat is the place to stay; a room for two
with a shower and a balcony facing the mountain costs a fiver and downstairs is the
best restaurant in Eastern Turkey. A candlelit dinner with Turkish champagne
(red, but very drinkable) gets rid of another fiver and forms the final pre-expedition
preparation. Up at 0530 and strolling along the main road to the Himalayas by
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0615, we are entertaining our first police car at 0630. The combination of a man and
a girl in shorts and a skirt, with small 201b rucksacks nonchalantly traipsing along a
dusty main road, doesn't exactly suggest a mountaineering expedition. Amanda's
feigned ignorance of Turkish? wide eyes and incessant babble about the beautiful
weather, scenery, country and police car ensures the interview makes little progress
and the relieved official drives off for a badly needed coffee at the nearest roadblock.
Soon the only people to stop are long haul lorry drivers offering lifts to Teheran some other time perhaps.
Once the road is clear we start across the desert plain, making a bee-line for the
mountain. After an hour the first boulder strewn hillocks are behind us; we are out
of sight of the road but there are still several worrying sets of cross-country vehicle
tracks. Starting at 1000m the ground rises very gently for several miles; only by
looking back do we realise we're climbing at all. The initial intention to avoid fierce
Kurdish tribesmen is forgotten after 4 hours: the families working the fields look
harmless enough, besides breakfast is long overdue. They wave, we wave back and
walk towards them, they down tools and we introduce ourselves. 5 minutes later we
are enthroned on rugs eating bread and cheese and drinking refreshing Ayran - the
Turkish national drink of water, yoghourt and a little salt. Our walk "round" the
mountain is well respected, we are being very sensible keeping away from all that
ice up there - far too cold and besides we'd need equipment for that sort of thing.
Did we have any cream for an arthritic leg? Well sort of; try this Nivea stuff.
Breakfast was formally declared over and we went our separate ways amiably.
And so it went on - every half hour or so we met some more Kurds going about their
work, or moving small packs of mules between the various camps. We rode on the
mules with some of them, taking our turn to herd them along. The ground became
steeper and we were glad of a ride instead of walking in the intense midday sun. One
group insisted we rode into their camp for a bit of lunch, and when we accepted they
sent a boy on ahead to announce our arrival. We were installed in the best tent on
piles of rugs and more Ayran was brought. Women and children were shown in
until the tent was full and we did our best to answer their excited questions in
Turkish. New flat loaves came with chicken broth and strong tea. We played with
babies, passed around sweets, made paper birds and drew pictures of our own
homes. At 3 o'clock work was due to start and we were on our way; another hour and
we passed through our last Kurd camp. We never did discover where the various
animal hazard zones lay; suffice to say we saw 3 spiders, a snake and not a hint of a
bear. The Kurds had also warned us of the bears, but they seemed to think that as
long as we saw them first and retreated quickly there would be no problem.
Routefinding became more important. There were several possibilities; not
knowing the condition of the snow we opted for the craggy shoulder leading highest
up onto the glacier above us. We traversed several outcrops, with the scrambling
and bouldering making a pleasant change from walking. We passed the first snow
patches and made for what looked to be the highest available patch of flattish grass.
It even had a stream with it and we were only too glad to stop. We were very tired
and both of us had started to feel the altitude; we had come 20 miles and had
climbed 9000 feet. The campsite was at 3700m and the twinkling lights of
Dogubayazit looked an extremely long way off.
Making no attempt to get up early, we started off up our chosen shoulder at
9am taking only food, warm clothing and crampons. Progress was slow and we
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needed a rest after every hour. By midday it was becoming hard work, we had to rest
more often and the headaches had started. Ararat really is one of those mountains
that deceive in terms of distance. We finally threw in the towel after 7y2 hours of
ascent, having just reached the snow. I reckoned we were at around 5000m but the
last hour we made almost no progress". The mist had closed in and we were getting
cold: we were forced to go back down. Even the descent was hard work, the
bouldering tiresome, and it was dark by the time we had got all the way back to the
tent. Neither of us felt at all well and we declared the next day a day off. My fault:
climbing to 5000m in 2 days isn't really playing the game.
Our day off is spent sleeping, sunbathing, eating and taking photographs.
Lovely weather all day and we could not have camped in a more idyllic place.
Suddenly, late afternoon, having walked a few yards from the tent, I noticed only
300 feet below us was another rather nice campsite; not quite as nice were the 4
orange and blue tents that occupied it. Mules were tethered nearby, but there was
no sign of movement. We had not expected company. However, we were in dead
ground to them and I doubted whether we had been spotted. We got ready for a
dawn start and just hoped they had chosen a different route up.
Away at 0545, our rest day paid off and we reach the 5000m snowline in just 3'/2
hours. The summit is only another half hour over beautiful crisp virgin snow magnificent views, clear blue sky and strong sunshine. No sign of the Ark, just an
attractive green leather bound summit book in which we immortalised our
adventure. The book was started in 1975, and I am sorry to say we could find no
other British ascents recorded; Germany has been up there most years and France
occasionally too. Until 1983 there are only a handful of entries a year; in the last two
years there were 50 or so names each summer. The Alpine Club Journal records
that the book remained buried in a snowdrift in the early 1980's. There is a
commanding view some 80 miles into Russia but you would need an outstanding
pair of binoculars before you could count the missile silos. The view of Little Ararat
4000 feet below is far more appealing.
On the last stretch back down to the tent we observe our rival party in two
groups, with mules, making very heavy weather of the next shoulder along. We
shout encouragement and wave madly. By 2pm the tent is packed up and we are on
our way down, passing through the rival camp. The sentry is enjoying his siesta, to
judge by his snoring, and we tiptoe on down. Taking a different route down we
meet no Kurds at all and after 4 hours of very fast walking we arrive at a shepherd
village close to the main road.
Dirty, aching, footsore and hungry we accept hospitality from a woman filling
her water containers. It is dusk and all we really want is a lift to Dogubayazit. A taxi
is arranged over several cups of nectar-like tea, we give away the remains of our first
aid kit, and by 8pm we are back at Hotel Ararat. The doorman was not keen to admit
us, we were so sunburnt and covered in dust; only by showing the staff that we had
left our travelling bags beneath the reception desk could we convince them that we
could afford to stay. It took an hour in the shower and the ordering of some more
champagne before we were recognised as the couple who had visited only 4 nights
earlier. A quick getaway on the first westbound bus next morning: mission
accomplished and off to the Mediterranean for a rest.
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On The Deaths Of Friends
David Roberts

O, where those friends whose strength I felt
In times of storm and doubt and need?
The life we choose is not our own
To cast aside by reckless deed.
But what is life if it's not lived
And tasted, touched, experienced, smelt?
We choose the life that needs us strong;
Now where those friends whose strength I felt?
I want to fight the raging wind
That tears my clothes and chills my bone;
To scream and shout and ask it why;
But does it know? In its dread moan
I hear a mindless force that strips
Man of his self control; no thought,
But ceaseless strength that cheaply takes
That valued life, so dearly bought.
I want to run the dusty moor
And feel the heather clutch my legs
Till sweaty-blind, I fall and curse
The friend-shared cup with bitter dregs.
There is a trap in which we fall;
The selfsame love which makes us mourn
Is that which makes us taste again
The days of old, with joys reborn.
I want to stand by Highland stream
That tears its bank with peat-brown flow
Which long outlives those thoughts of man
Made cold and bleak by winter snow.
My thoughts flow down to sunny days,
The mossy bank, the saxifrage,
The cooling drink, the wet-worn stone;
I sit and think, forget my rage.
I want to see the cold dawn sun
Rise o'er the ridge and slowly warm
The silent ropes on glacier chill,
And gently clothe stark mountain form.
The living sun brings life to me;
I'm of the world it makes survive.
I see the sun; I touch my friends,
And thank my God that I'm alive.
I want to feel the cool grey rock
Beneath my hand, my charted ways
On crack and slab the symbols of
My path through life. The happy days
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Of rope-borne trust, of light-foot run,
Of supple skills and tears of joy
Remind me, the man, of earlier days
Of innocent youth, the carefree boy.
I want to lie on sandy shore
Of lonely loch, of shadowed hill;
I want to watch the mallard's flight
And see the heron's stabbing skill;
To see the rushes nod their heads
And watch the cloudy billows lope
Across the sky, and show to me
the infinity of hope.
Beyond
I'll make my choice and ever go
By rock and moor and cracking gale,
By mountain snow and sunny stream.
But as I go I'll never fail
To think of friends whose strength I felt
In times of need.
But now I know a world of friends;
And through our lives we'll make that choice
And ever go.

In Tronna, The Place to Climb is Bon Echo
Roger Wallis

"Tronna, eh!"
Ye gods, another 3'/2 hours sitting next to a 'new Calgarian' extolling the
virtues of the great white hope of the Prairies. This is the endless pain of endless
Calgary-Toronto business flights.
"Not much climbing there, eh!"
"Well, I don't know, it's a bit like Calgary's 1988 Winter Olympics, no
Stadium, no mountain for the downhill skiing, no winter for cross-country, no lakes
for ice events, in fact not much of anything in Calgary?"
Symptoms, endlessly predictable, the adrenalin surge, pulse increase,
reddening of face, faster breathing, increase in intensity and volume of speech, in
the ultimate dire case, even failing to notice the passing booze trolley - so let that
stock reply lie for a while and go for the other one "Au cpntraire, c'est magnifique roche, c'est appel 'Bon Echo' " and so
lacerating another nerve ending in the great Canadian, East-West hatred game.
"No need for the French, eh".
That's okay with me, my bilingualism is only Yorkshire and English, the
former is getting very rusty and the latter's transformed to 'middle Canadian',
hence comments like, "you an Australian?", one I find particularly offensive!
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Ban Echo
Photo by Roger Wallis

But here in the great glacial mudflats of Ontario-ario what is there to do for the
local, mountainless mountaineer?
Firstly there are our local dolomite limestone cliffs 40-100 foot high Rattlesnake, Mt. Nemo, Kelso, Buffalo Cliff. All of forty minutes west of Tronna',
financial heart-throb of the big white north, straight down the freeway there are
literally hundreds of climbs with route numbers neatly painted at the base of the
cliff, supervised accident recording by Conservation Board officials, endless
Community college courses training. Training with their immaculate paid
instructors and taxpayers paid gear, and please take your litter (dead or alive I
suppose) home with you. Do I need it? Do I not!
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But our real cliff is Bon Echo. A real joy. It's not only big - one mile long; high up to 250 feet; steep - much of it overhangs; mixed - slabs, ridges, faces, grooves,
chimneys, pillars; faces west into the warm afternoon sun; nice pink streaked with
grey crystalline granite rock, which becomes ever deepening red at sunset. Its
uniqueness is that it rises, Excalibur-like, out of a lake. Often the first move is the
hardest, out of the boat, which goes up and down, rocks this way and that and
always moves away from the cliff as you are trying to get on it.
Then there are the passersby. Those who come silently - scuba people,
swimmers, kayakers and canoeists and who make disturbing remarks - "How are
you going to get home from there?" exactly the same question you were asking
yourself but didn't need articulating! Or come noisily in speedboats and suddenly
your P.A.'s and the holds are wet with the swash; or the waterskiers, who are
distracting, as are bikinied wenches floating by on airbeds. However, the need to
impress the latter can help you get up the crux, so to speak! This summer, worst of
all, the new Provincial Park tourist launch. Instead of viewing Indian pictographs
(rock paintings) you have become the centre of attention, the immaculate Park
Warden explains, in vast detail, about you, your gear, your route, your intentions
and the cliff even though he's never set foot on it himself in his life. Twenty minutes
of so later the Park Launch returns - you have moved 5 or 10 heart-stopping (for
you) feet; the tourists are not impressed. From the young - jeers; from middle-aged
females - motherly concern; from middle-aged male taxpayers - the query why isn't
it banned, it's bound to cost money, taxpayers' money for the rescue.
If the rope wasn't muddled, I wasn't tired, the rock less confused, the route
more obvious, my hands less sweaty, my leader or second or children more patient
all this wouldn't matter as much. But Bon Echo soars above with elegant easy lines
and nasty devious hard ones but then suddenly you are one pitch up, 100 feet above
the water and the cliff and the world is yours. Tranquility is attained and your
stance is now heroic, even on a 5.2!
In Tronna, the place to climb is Bon Echo.

Mount Kenya

How Not To Climb It

Alan M. Kragh
The problems of climbing Mount Kenya are ones of acclimatisation and
logistics. Acclimatisation is a special problem: why otherwise, in some years, should
half of the cases of pulmonary oedema in the world occur on Mount Kenya? The
logistical problems derive from the fact that the last 500 m of rock and ice, requiring
full climbing equipment, constitute only a small excrescence on the top of a vast
shallow cone of forest and moorland, 80 km across. The warm tropical air rises up
the isolated mountain in the daytime and cold air descends at night, producing dayto-night temperature fluctuations of around 30°C. So you need to carry a lot of
clothing as well as food and equipment.
We were aware of these factors on our first attempt to climb the mountain, but
not sufficiently aware. Someone remarked that if Shipton and Tilman could climb
it we should have no difficulty. But he overlooked one point: they had 35 porters
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N.E. Face of Aft. Kenya
Photo by Alan Kragh

and we had none. We had decided that porters would reduce flexibility and
freedom, and would produce unsatisfactory relationships of dependence. However
the freedom to carry a 50 pound pack through a thousand feet of bog can be bought
too dearly.
On our first attempt, following some well publicised but unsound advice, we
walked from Naro Moru at the foot of the mountain. That is to say we spent two
days, tottering under enormous packs in the tropical sun to reach the Met Station at
3000 m - a place accessible by car. This was the result of a confusion between
training and acclimatisation. The latter can be acquired more rapidly above 3000 m.
It would nevertheless have been a pity to have missed the impressive walk
through the forest, where we spent an interesting night in a clearing. My
companions tell tales of a buffalo, 'the most dangerous animal in Africa', treading
between our recumbent forms and bellowing angrily; they tell of David leaping
three feet into the air while still in his sleeping bag and of Graham brandishing his
ice-axe, but remarking coolly, "It appears to be herbivorous". I know nothing of
this. I believe in peaceful barbiturate-induced sleep at high altitudes. But I give this
story some credence because subsequently David has behaved in a most disturbed
manner in the presence of buffaloes. In general he is uneasy with large animals. He
has a nervous habit of examining elephant turds to see if they are still warm.
Many people, though not those who live in the highlands of Kenya, find that
one night at the Met Station, however attained, provides insufficient
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acclimatisation to permit a comfortable ascent to the next stopping place,
Mackinder's Camp at 4200 m. This is a knackering exploit with a full pack.
Furthermore most people, having reached this vantage point, are not prepared to
descend again temporarily through the Vertical Bog, even though they are stricken
with the altitude.
It was thus that my first attempt on the mountain failed. On my second
attempt the rainy season was late and the weather was bad. We set off from
Chogoria on the east side of the mountain to avoid The Bog. But this made taking
porters more difficult so we decided again to do without them. We were wiser this
time in that we had a four-wheel-drive Suzuki but it had to be abandoned in the
mud. We sorted gear in the confined space of the vehicle and then ventured out into
a thunderstorm - leaving the climbing gear behind. There was a splendid lodge at
3000 m with wood fires, so we were able to dry our clothes before starting the next
day. We went up in bad weather and made a two-day circuit of the mountain at
about 4500 m. This is a superb expedition, mostly on rock, scree and snow, and
takes in the near-5000 m subsidiary peak of Point Lenana. Altogether we had five
nights in huts, all of which were empty. We had the mountain almost to ourselves
because of the bad weather. At night I needed all the 5 pounds of down that I was
carrying. By the time we got back to the gear and to good weather time had run out.
The third time everything worked out well, almost. We drove to the Met
Station from Naro Moru and spent three nights there, eating proper food brought
up in the car - eggs and mangoes. We made pleasant, packless excursions up and
down the mountain in order to get acclimatised and had plenty of time to take
photographs and gain experiences that could provide 'animal stories'.
Of course, statistically speaking, wild animals are almost harmless. The
dangers are exaggerated by the locals to provide interest for tourists and by the
tourists to impress their friends. But so pervasive is the myth that it becomes hard
to resist. I got up one night, when the moon had gone down, to look at Halley's
Comet. I was walking towards a forest clearing when I heard a leopard coughing
nearby. I returned hastily, mindful of a warning that the Met Station was
hazardous at night because of leopards, and temporarily ignoring the statistics,
which suggest that lightning provides more cause for alarm.
We moved on without great effort to Mackinder's Camp (now hut) where we
spent two further nights, after which we felt fit and acclimatised. We had picked up
stray porters and got them to ferry our heavy gear ahead and dump it. This was
simpler than employing them for the duration but no cheaper.
The weather was poor and the rock covered in snow. We did a couple of
excellent Grade III rock climbs; one of them on Point John was quite long but it
was no epic. We stayed only two nights at the highest hut which this time was
intolerably full. It is a place to be avoided. Then ... we went down again. My
companion, (only one of them this time) had various troubles with his alimentary
canal - especially piles. Otherwise, I like to think, the ascent would have been a
doddle.
There are many excellent rock and ice routes on Mount Kenya. The easiest up
the main peaks is Grade IV and it i« usually desirable to carry bivouac equipment.
But the mountain is interesting not only because of the quality and variety of the
routes. The approach provides a splendid variety of changing scenery. From the
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equatorial savannah the forest thickens into bamboo and then into montane rain
forest. You emerge from this through giant heathers onto open moorland which
leads on to the unique and grotesque plants of the upper regions below the
snowline. It is fascinating, but to my way of thinking, unsatisfying in itself. The
summit looms inspiringly above and makes it obvious that you have missed the
whole point if you don't reach it.

A Few Days In The Alps With Norman
Geoff Fielding

The photograph I took from the ice cave on the Aiguille du Midi includes three
people I climbed with during the early summer of '84.
We had intended spending the two week holiday in Zermatt but heavy
snowfall made climbing conditions there impossible in late June. Some of the
mountain huts were still not open. The Monte Rosahutte was but it had taken us 2'/2
hours to travel one mile towards the summit up to our knees in neve as avalanches
thundered spectacularly down Liskamm in the moonlight. None of the local guides
were venturing onto the hills so we decided to transfer to Chamonix.
The stance of the bearded climber in the picture provides no evidence that his
legs are artificial. Breeches, gaiters and boots conceal this deficiency and it is only
when movement is necessary does a somewhat awkward gait provide a clue. Even
then it could be attributed to eccentricity instead of amputation by a train one
inebriated night during his youth.
We had met Norman Croucher on the verandah of the bar near the Bahnof
Hotel in Zermatt. He had been taking photographs of the surrounding hills to
illustrate his next book and already knew Dennis, the leader of our group, who
introduced us. We got on alright and when he learned of our intention to move on to
France, Norman decided to join us. I wasn't to find out until after the holiday that
he has an O.B.E. for promoting sports for disabled people. It didn't come out in
conversation either that he'd starred in the TV programme 'This Is Your Life' or
that he has an International Award for Valour in Sport. What did emerge was a
cheerful, determined personality with a well developed sense of humour.
On arrival in Chamonix Dennis, who migrates there annually, thoughtfully
arranged accommodation on the concrete floor of a barn full of household and
farming gear. If you needed to get up in the night, you were likely to collide with a
ripsaw, trip over a motorised grass cutter or stumble into a redundant bath. Things
weren't any easier in the hills as conditions were much the same as those in
Switzerland.
From the cave we had carefully edged our way down the snow ridge in dazzling
sunshine and later, on level ground attached the snowshoes hired at Chamonix. We
waddled to the abandoned Simond hut and as the door was blockaded, climbed
through a small square aperture which was once a window into the only habitable
chamber.
29
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Inside it was not possible to stand upright but we made ourselves at home and
later others arrived.
Eventually about a dozen occupied the small room including three Americans
and a Swede we had met previously inthe Bar Nationale. As the light was beginning
to fade, two Japanese appeared. By then the rest of us had become acquainted,
eaten, played word games and were preparing to imitate sardines before the usual
restless night at twelve thousand feet.
The Japanese, who neither spoke nor understood English, scraped frozen
snow level in the only remaining space available and attended to their equipment.
Norman was reclining against a wall immediately adjoining them. He decided to
turn in, undid his belt and carefully removed and placed what appeared to be the
lower portion of his body on their side of his sleeping bag.
The Japanese surreptitiously looked at the parts previously joined, then at
each other and summoned reserves of oriental inscrutability to maintain apparent
calm. They smiled when realisation dawned of Norman's condition and at our
amusement to their reaction.
During the night an attractive American girl lying alongside responded to a
call of nature (in that temperature, the message must have been quite urgent!) and
in her absence her boyfriend and I inevitably expanded into her space. Now I don't
sleep well at altitude and am grateful for any diversion so on her return the
strenuous efforts she made to regain the lost ground provided fuel for a fantasy
about an Amazon making physical demands in order to join the 2 mile high club.
Several of us had headaches next morning which we attributed to a leaking gas
cylinder and after breakfast it was time to attend to one's toilet. Well of course there
isn't one now in the hut, but around the back it was obvious where you could
exercise your options.
The area in question was posed on frozen snow high above the Bossons glacier.
An icy breeze prompted alacrity but care was needed to avoid plummeting several
thousand feet into a crevasse before turning up twenty years later in Chamonix with
your breeches round your ankles.
After that we climbed the Cosmiques Arete to provide entertainment for the
spectators on the Midi viewing platform and in the cafe five of us decided to walk
across the Vallee Blanche to the Torino hut in Italy. The weather was hot and
windless and the four mile plod in soft snow wasn't greatly appreciated but as
Norman made little of it, neither did we. In the hills he uses crutches which are
adapted to accept useful accessories such as ski rounds for snow routes. They
obviously helped so we consoled ourselves that he'd used aid whilst we solo'd the
walk.
We eventually arrived at the Torino holiday camp (TV and all) and secured a
room to ourselves, a meal in the restaurant and a few beers in the bar.
Dennis, Norman and I attempted the Geant next day. Norman's technique on
steep snow, using detachable ice pick heads in the handles of his crutches was much
admired but eventually we retreated due to the conditions and arrived back at the
hut shortly before the last cable car was due to leave for the Midi.
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We were anxious to get back to France that day as the weather didn't look too
good but we were all tired by the soft snow. I was 'encouraged' by the others to go
on ahead to persuade the staff at the telecabine station to wait for our party. I
supposed that this honour was bestowed because I was older than them and better
able to deal psychologically with the physical pain. They had also been impressed
by the nightschool French I employed in the valley to obtain bread and beer,
however, we had walked over the border so I was hardly equipped to tackle this
negotiation as my Italian was strictly limited to pleasantries. Unfortunately the
station staff were similarly deficient.
I arrived breathless as the last cabins appeared. Initially I asked the porters
politely if they would kindly hold them until my companions arrived. This wasn't
easy in sign language and they ignored me. I prevailed upon their compassion
("sympathico") as my companions struggled up the snow slope towards us, urged
on by my bellowings from above. Again indifference rewarded my pleas and
pointing to the clock, the staff started to close the cabin doors.
Desperately I feigned exasperation and anger at this callous treatment and the
Italians, intrigued by this unaccustomed display of anglo-saxon passion, took more
notice but also became excited. I was losing the battle when out of the corner of my
eye, I spotted Norman with his sticks. With a flamboyant gesture, I diverted their
attention towards his halting progress and pronounced dramatically "Alpinisto
andicappato!"
Stunned silence followed this linguistic bombshell. The delayed passengers,
who had previously watched my performance with some irritation followed my
gaze and emotionally switched allegiance. Several "mama mias" were murmured.
(They weren't to know that Norman had climbed mountains over twenty thousand
feet high in S. America, Kashmir and China, so I was on to a winner).
The station staff, dismayed at this turn of events, made one last attempt to rally
their cause but knew they were beaten. Muttering to themselves and with much
shrugging of shoulders, they exchanged my money for tickets, waited until our
saviour arrived, helped him into a cabin and gently wafted us above the glacier
towards France.
Later, as the crowded telepherique descended from the Midi towards the
valley, an affluent American sightseer noticing my dishevelled, unshaven and
unaromatic presence, said he thought mountaineering was arduous and dangerous
so couldn't understand why we did it during our holidays. I explained that the
actual climbing bit was alright but admitted you had to be pretty hard to cope with
all the rest of it.
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Going For Gold
David Garnett
Driving from Lausanne to Grimsel takes about as long as it used to take to get
from Birmingham to the Pass. And there, I thought, as we set off for the weekend
with the Midget's roof down as it had been for a fortnight, the similarity ends. I
couldn't remember when we'd last had two consecutive fine weekends at home, let
along two continuously brilliant weeks. The urge to return to the perfect granite of
Eldorado had become irresistible. Perfect, that is apart from weather which on our
previous visit two years before, had provided torrential rain with infuriating
consistency every afternoon, leading to a comprehensive series of failures. You get
very wet retreating from ten pitches up, although we found that a high degree of
proficiency in simultaneous abseiling soon develops.

The success of the previous weekend had given us hope that this time it would
all be different. We'd gone up to the beautiful Argentine valley, not far from
Leysin, armed with a laboriously translated and handwritten description of the
Direct Route on the Grand Miroir running to several pages. As someone who has
been accused of getting lost on Chee Tor Girdle (not true), and on such esoterica as
Gogarth (true, but by the time you realise you're on the top pitch of Devotee it's far
too late), I was taking no chances here. It all looked suspiciously alpine to me and
I'd promised to leave the Alps until I was too old for proper climbing.
The Grand Miroir is an impressive expanse of convex limestone slab set high
on the valley side above a brooding guardian wall. I reckoned that it might take
perhaps twenty minutes to reach the foot, of the same order as the stagger up to the
Cromlech. Jane thought an hour and said so. When we arrived gasping at the snow
patch at the foot of the route precisely an hour later, I began to wonder whether it
was going to develop into one of those days.
However, after three long easy pitches up the sombre, cold corner which
breaches the steep lower wall, we were struggling out of sweaters and teeshirts in
the sunshine on the terrace below the Miroir proper, having negotiated the
notorious "Boite aux lettres", an evil chimney, without drama. Above, a steep little
wall bars access to the main slabs which we were supposed to gain 12 metres left of a
characteristic "rateau de chevre". Since we were unable to translate this as
anything more helpful than a 'goat rake', it left us with about fifty yards of crag to go
at. However, after one false start up the no-man's land right of 1'Y, the locals put us
right and there followed eight pitches of delightful and elegant slab climbing at
about mild VS. The highlight is undoubtedly the "fissure Petermann" - 100 metres
of fingertip crack like a ruled line across acres of dazzling white. Then, suddenly,
the intrusion of a sharp little wall and the top, almost a disappointment.
As we picked our way round the back of the Haute Corde and down through
the azaleas and alpine globe-flowers, blooming amid the last fast-melting snow, we
realised a momentous event had occurred - no shivering abseils, no sodden ropes, a
whole route done.
After spending the night at Handegg, we drove up the newly-straightened
Grimsel Pass road where a new tunnel, with typical Helvetian efficiency, now
bypasses the most tortuous section of the old road. We had a leisurely breakfast at
the Grimselhospiz Hotel and set off on the hour and a half walk, across the dam,
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through the stygian tunnel, past the eponymous meltwater torrent of the Cascade
Dome and on round to Eldorado. The bivvy boulder was conspicuously occupied,
so we put up the tent just above it on a tiny rocky platform.
Uncoiling the ropes at the foot of the apron of Septumania, I realised that we'd
done it again. It was gone 1.30, and here we were, just about to start a seventeen
pitch route on which we'd failed because of afternoon rain. Already parties were
disappearing over the skyline, ten pitches up. We'd had a slow start, walked in, and
put up the tent. But even when we'd camped up here we'd always started late. Is it
because I'm English that I'm pathologically unable to get an early start? Or is it the
years of training with the University of Birmingham club, which in my day boasted
members who would probably have slept through many of more usual tests for
brain-death? One of our earlier starts, on our previous visit, had been when we'd
been forced out of bed by explosives - literally - they were blasting a new path up to
the Lauteraar hut.
But we'd be okay, the weather was different this time, the auguries were
favourable, go for it. We made sure we had descendeurs, but mindful of a
reputation to maintain, no headtorches.
Fifteen feet up the crack, at a point where you can still walk up the steepening
slab, I passed a new yellow-painted peg, the purpose of which entirely escaped me,
and balanced up to the halfway point of the pitch where the first of a series of deep
water-worn runnels begins. We know that they're water-worn because on our last
visit we'd experienced the process at close quarters, as the rain falling on to acres of
granite solar panels was channeled into these natural drains until we were abseiling
up to our knees in warm bathwater. A series of increasingly precarious steps leads to

Dave Garnett on March ou Creve, pitch 1,
an uncharacteristically well-protected section
Photo by Jane Garnett
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a final worrying and totally holdless scoop just below the first stance. Tantalizingly
close above sparkled the belay bolts, whilst by contrast my last runner was out of
sight, a long way below. It is a scenario unsettlingly common at Eldorado, although
this one is mild in comparison with many with which we became acquainted. It's
the sort of move the Swiss don't even notice. The last time I'd stood here, one of the
locals had explained it to me with impeccable logic; "When there are no holds you
must just climb upwards".
He was right of course, you just press the sides of the groove, shuffle your feet
up and sort of mantleshelf. As Tony put it, it's like climbing out of the bath for two
pitches. Even more so if it rains. The second pitch of bathtub runnels leads to a
commodious stance with several perfect bolt and peg belays. Why then I chose to
teeter up the next slab to belay on the first bolt of the third pitch is difficult to
explain. When she arrived, Jane plainly thought that it was a means to hog the lead
on another pitch, but I think it was a sort of tunnel vision caused by the pressure of
time.
She got her chance on the long VS corner leading to the fifth pitch, and the
first which really stuck in the memory from last time. A beautiful rightward friction
traverse following a slight overlap, not hard, and with a bolt halfway, easing up to a
long crack and a comfortable ledge, and we were starting to enjoy ourselves. Above
lay the first pitch of VI, a line of shallow rounded pockets providing quite a thin toe
traverse requiring concentration before the protection arrives, referred to as Tony's
hand traverse after a more exciting ascent. We were well into our stride by now
though, and the first crux and the long run-out across the slabs above succumbed
gracefully.
It was while I was paying out the ropes on the sixth stance, another spacious
golden ledge where Marche ou Creve crosses to get to the sterner stuff across right,
that the first of the clouds appeared, peeping cautiously from round the bend in the
valley as if embarrassed to have to break the news, and then scurrying quickly up
the lake to join the growing mass obscuring the snow-covered peaks at the head of
the glacier. As the ropes went out, the clouds became less reticent until they began
to eat away at the slabs to my left. By the time I reached the stance above, we were
completely enclosed in a pea-souper in which Jack the Ripper might well have felt
at home. We were now two pitches below our previous high point, the deja vu was
inescapable. If only we'd started at a sensible time. We come all this bloody way,
and even knowing what we did about the weather up here, we still hadn't managed
to start before noon. It was laughable but we seemed to have lost our sense of
humour.
There was worse. The next pitch ended with a hard move at the very end to
reach the stance - a colossal reach which had grown even further in the interim. Last
time, Tony, already on the stance, had offered a long sling to ease the passage. Not
an option that was open this time.
Still, the rock didn't seem to be getting wet yet and I was determined to at least
get higher than last time. If we could achieve that there were no more pitches any
harder than V+ (which usually meant top end of 5a). I set off more in hope than
expectation. Up to the little roof, easier than it looked, maybe 4c, and then yet
another slab as smooth as tarmac (Swiss tarmac, that is). I padded up, the isolation
growing in the eerie silence of the fog. There it was, the steep hollow flake with the
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man-hole sized pocket, the narrow diagonal ramp and the jug on the stance
somewhere miles up right. It's a bit like Pickpocket at Baggy except here you're
reaching from the pocket instead of towards it. I hadn't really got a clue what I was
going to do if I couldn't reach. I couldn't see how to aid it and abseiling off the only
runner - a Friend behind the flake - didn't appeal, apart from being expensive. Of
course it didn't come to that or I'd never had mentioned it. A high pull on a good
hold out left landed my feet on the break and, unbelievable, I could stand up using
tiny ripples on the rounded edge of the belay ledge. A tiptoe stretch and the jug was
mine. I must have grown.
I thought lay backing was Jane's least favourite sort of climbing, but she
rapidly dispensed with the Undercracker-style undercling and flake which
comprised the next pitch and there we were, at our high point. Things were looking
up - we seemed to be leaving the cloud behind, it was certainly brightening and this
was the last pitch of VI, an old VI at that.
I first discovered the subtle distinction on Marche ou Creve. Finding that
grade VI pitches on Septumania and Motorhead (or at least as many of them as the
weather had allowed us to do) weren't too bad, we'd tried one of the newer routes.
The second pitch, after an easy flake, has a desperate move past a bolt, and after
eventually managing it, I fondly imagined I'd cracked it (actually it wasn't just
arrogance, the topo was very misleading). As I padded up the slab above it became
almost imperceptibly harder, until realisation gradually dawned that I was totally
committed. The trouble with bombproof bolts of course, is that you have to take
what you're given, and especially at Eldorado it's not always necessarily where you
would have chosen to put it. Still, not having to fiddle with wires concentrates the
mind wonderfully, and since there was no alternative, scarcely daring to breathe, I
scratched my way up the tiny crystals to a resting foothold only ten feet short of the
next bolt. As I stood quaking with fear, having established that the next section was
no easier than what I had just so nearly not done, contemplating a 100 footer which
would almost certainly take the UBMC Open record, a local on Septumania called
across to me.
"Ah, is hard, yes? New six."
"Yes, very thin" I whimpered.
"Theen? Ja, ja, theen."
He disappeared giggling, practising his new piece of vocabulary. What seemed like
weeks later I made the move and collapsed onto the bolt, completely drained. Metal
Hurlant also has moves of VI which are not so much thin as transparent. They seem
to have been very reluctant to use grade VII on the newer routes, although we were
told that the new second half of Marche ou Creve, recently done, has pitches of VI+
and VII so God knows what that's like. Incidentally, I later found out that what I
had translated roughly as 'climb where you like' referring to the lack of features,
after making allowances for my primitive French and the subtlety of the grave
accent, actually comes out more like 'move or die'. Take fifty corrections.
There was only one way to find out whether this pitch appreciated its vintage,
and I launched off into terra incognita. Moving over an easy overhang onto a
sloping ledge revealed a worrying-looking shallow groove, not too steep but with
only a hint of a blind crack in the corner. Fortunately it was feeling its age and
although lacking in situ protection, I decided that it was probably better to keep
moving up the just-sufficient ripples rather than risk stopping to fiddle in an RP,
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Pitch 2 of March ou Creve
Photo by Dave Garnett

Dave Garnett approaching the bathtub runnels on pitch 1 of Septumania
Photo by Jane Garnett
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remember whether there was a protection bolt or whether this was they belay. Jane
had the topo but was well out of sight and hearing. I moved up for a few feet but the
rock bulged unhelpfully to the right, blocking the view. Even if it hadn't I doubt
that I'd have been any the wiser. Myopia is a particular handicap on bolt protected
featureless slabs. I often end up screwing my eyes "hong-kong to the distant
figure" as Viv Stanshall puts it, in an often vain attempt to divine the way ahead
(that's the trouble with the Alps, the bloody rain keeps washing the chalk off), but
fortunately Jane has preternaturally acute vision and can not only spot bolts about
100 yards away, but can often read the manufacturer's name stamped on them.
I decided not to risk setting off into the trackless wastes above only to run out
of rope in a position of some inconvenience, but clipped in and brought Jane up.
She took one look at the belay and caustically inquired as to why I hadn't continued
to the larger ledge and two bolts marked on the topo. It was fair comment I suppose,
but unhelpful, and we changed over the belay in tense silence. Having gained the
proper stance which was, as the topo implied, amply equipped with anchors and
spacious, the atmosphere cleared. The rubicon was crossed, it should be plain
sailing to the top now only seven pitches away, and all reasonably easy. The
weather, although overcast, was no longer threatening, and suddenly we were
jubilant - reaching the top started to seem more than just an academic possibility ...
as long as it didn't get dark. There wasn't time for prolonged reflection and we
stormed up the next two pitches so quickly that we arrived on the twelfth stance
gasping like asthmatics. The huge dark undercling flake stretching up and away
looked like a deluxe version of Eroica but proved even easier, being less steep and
thoughtfully provided with perfect juggy pockets at the point where you swing over
it and up past an enormous thread to a large bay with peg belays in the floor.
The angle was easing noticeably, and despite the way the horizon constantly
retreated, and the light, which was definitely beginning to fade, surely nothing
could stop us now?
It came as a surprise, and not a pleasant one, on arriving at the large sloping
amphitheatre where Jane was belayed after the easy fourteenth, to see what lay
ahead. It wasn't until I saw the overhanging wet crack with its forlorn dangling tat,
that I realised how tired I was. My left arm particularly had begun to cramp.
(Everytime I go abroad I resolve to get fit first but it never seems to work out that
way. I always end up coming home fit and then watching it rain for three months). I
had been banking on it being all easy to the top, but a quick look at the topo showed
a sneaky bit of V+ we'd not noticed.
"It doesn't look too bad" Jane observed, so trusting to her superior eyesight I
tried to dry my feet. After some fairly futile struggling I managed to clip the sling
and launched up right for a good hold, the left corner of a flat-bottomed groove. It
was a crucial hold and so of course it was disconcertingly flat and running with
water. I was so surprised that I subsided onto the sling and lowered onto the ledge
for a really good swear. It didn't seem fair that here in a paradise of granite delicacy,
so close to the top, that the way should be barred by an evil wet crack straight out of
the Pass. I was too tired to mess about so it was back up to the treacherous wet hold,
swap hands, side-pull the groove, what felt like the most precarious layback of my
life on a wet rounded edge, and I was panting and into the groove in a way Madonna
never imagined. When her turn came, conscious of the press of time, and
unhampered by the male ego, Jane climbed handover hand up one locked-off rope.
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Dave Garnett on the fissure Petermann, Grand Miroir Direct, Argentine
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Cwm Cowlyd
David Roberts

In the midst of our noisy lives we can find quiet places;
Cwm Cowlyd's one;
A place of peace, of gentle rain and sleety wind,
of sudden sun.
People go there now to walk and fish, perhaps to get away
from you and me.
But do they know or ask or care about
the place they see?
Why the chapel, ruined now, old farmsteads
blind windowed to the world?
Why the little barns of stone, so old they seem rooted
in the native rock?
This was a community once, a place of life
and love and hope.
That found perceptions change as time went by
and left for valley life.
Life, love and hope perhaps, but harsh and bitter too
in winter's beating storm;
Paraffin lamps, coal brought by horse and cart,
up at five and work like hell.
No days off; a little simple solace from the preacher
in the chapel by the stream,
And perhaps market day in Llanrwst the highlight
(pay the rent there, too);
Sell some trout, that day poached in the spillway
of the Eigiau tunnel,
Or butter, hardwork churned from the meagre milk
of the old Welsh Blacks.
Then back again; to sheep lost in winter's drifts,
chewing their wool in death's desperation;
And bowls of bread and milk to warm the hands
and fill the gut for another day.
Shearing was always the festive time, an example
of neighbourly co-operation,
As shepherds and their lads (or servants
as they still are called)
Helped out flock by flock; the long-tongued dogs
and whistling men
Would pen the sheep and guide them to the waiting shears
(all done by hand, of course).
Urns of tea, apple pies, yelping dogs, red-faced, sweating men,
the boy with pot of pitch
To seal the over-eager snick of skin by hurried blade
(a hundred yet to go);
In the end, exhaustion, but still to gather, wash and dip,
to drench and mark,
To count and sort, then back to scanty grazing ground;
and know the next day just as hard.
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I was there on VJ day. It's odd to think of war
in a place like that.
I remember it, though; we were making hay
(while the sun still shone!)
The horsedrawn rake dragged up the grass;
we took it in when dry;
In the Alps this year I watched them store it green,
and wondered why.
But it doesn't matter; that hayfield now is lost;
rank weed grows in
Amid the lamb-cropped turf, and bracken spreads,
the crop of death.
The land belongs to itself now;
man's efforts soon fade away
Once his interest goes, his influence wanes
and the valley calls.
You can park on Brwynog now. I say 'on'
because the house has gone.
"About to fall", they said, and knocked it down;
now hardcore fills the kitchen space
Where once the family gathered round to talk
about the hardship day.
Garreg Wen too; in fact, that was first; now just
a nettle square of ground
With falling gates and pens where once
the sheep were kept.
Which is next? Siglen? I don't want
my memories flung down
By uncaring men who do not know
what life was like there once,
Who view the cwm as 'land resource'
and do not heed its soul.
Would you live there? No, and nor would I,
and neither would those who did;
Their families too, move on and live a better life,
now scattered far.
False sentiment has no place; if lichened wall and rusted gate
now know no use
Forget them; let them crumble back into the wet world
of rundown upland Wales,
And leave the land to the rabbit, stonechat,
gorse and trout,
And let the weekend visitor find what he seeks
in this-quiet place.
I do not need to seek; I think I found
a long time ago that place
From whence my soul comes; and who knows,
to where it may return.
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Ski Tour - 1984

Ray Colledge

We arrived in Chamonix on Saturday, 31st March, to find the only parking
place available was outside the 'Bar National'. So after the long drive we fell out of
Sheelagh's car and into the bar. It was 9 o'clock at night and the place was full of
largely English speaking people. I was used to this in the summer, but not the end of
March. Apart from myself there was Sheelagh Carter (now O'Reilly), Claire
Harkness (now Foster) and Peter Foster.
We had not given much thought to accommodation as we all hoped and prayed
that we would start the High Level Route the next day. By 10 o'clock it seemed we
didn't care. However, someone started the ball rolling and an hour later we moved
into temporary hotel rooms, no one wanting to look for a campsite in the doubtful
weather.
During all of March the weather had been largely fine in the Alps, so it was not
surprising to see four inches of snow on the car roof next morning, with an overcast
sky indicating more snow to come. With nil visibility on the glaciers and serious
avalanche danger we could not start.
We had been joined by Gareth Lee, Phil Jardine and Andy Hughes plus lan
Tomlinson from Calgary and Robin from Tripoli, both having flown to Geneva. All
but Robin were M.A.M. members. Luckily we found excellent and inexpensive
accommodation next door to the Bar National and here we had to stay until the next
Saturday due to the weather.
We skied at Les Houches, Argentiere and Chamonix itself, and on Wednesday
everyone but myself skied the Vallee Blanche run through the Geant icefall. I had
been put off by the thought of the queues of skiers which form in the icefall, where
one cannot overtake and I had walked it many times anyway.
It turned out to be a marvellous day and I regretted my decision. The others in
fact avoided the crowd by simply catching the first Midi cable car.
Surely we could now start the High Level Route, but alas, it snowed all night
and much of Thursday. It was now too late to do all of it and so on Saturday
morning with the clouds still low, we left for Verbier in Switzerland.
The road over the Col des Montets was exciting with, at the high point, the
road closing in between high walls of frozen snow and there was ice on the road
surface. However, the weather slowly improved until at Verbier the clouds had
dispersed. Had we known, we need not have gone to Verbier. We could have parked
in the large station car park in the village of La Chable in the valley, changed into ski
mountain clothes, and boarded the continuous bubble cars which take one past
Verbier to the level of the Mont Fort hut, where we could have stayed the night.
As it was, we slept in the youth hostel in the village of Bruson nearby, before
leaving the cars at La Chable next morning. Because of this it was around midday
when we put skins on the skis in the vicinity of the Mont Fort hut, to commence the
climb up the Glacier de la Chaux to the saddle in hot sunshine. Most people
suffered and regretted the late start.
However, once over the saddle the temperature dropped in a cold wind and
dense mist developed. As a result we were unable to climb the Rosablanche and
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were only able to locate the Prafleurie hut with careful route finding. We were
carrying little food as we had been told in the Verbier guides' bureau that the hut
was guarded and light meals provided. It was in fact not guarded and as a result we
dined on spaghetti and biscuits.
Unusually this hut is connected by power lines to the Heremence Valley and so
by inserting Swiss coins into a meter, we could obtain lighting and boil water.
However, for cheapness most cooking and water heating is done on the wood stove
as usual.
During the night the mist disappeared and the temperature dropped
considerably. Outside in the half light of about 5.30am, as we prepared to leave, the
cold was intense. It was probably the coldest start I had ever made from an alpine
hut.
Eventually we arrived on a saddle which overlooked the Dix dam. Here the sun
brightened the scene and there followed a delightful traversing run high above the
dam. At one point we had to leap on skis from the upper lips of small crevasses, an
exciting little diversion.
On skins again we commenced the ascent of quite steep ground to gain the
Glacier de Cheilon. The ascent of this glacier to the Dix hut was made under a
burning hot sun. The Dix hut did provide an excellent meal and also canned beer.
We could even sunbathe on the terrace and dry out equipment.
Next morning was cold and clear again as we applied the skins to the skis for
the lengthy climb which culminates in the ascent of the Pigne D'Arolla at 3796
metres. This was to be one of my best days ever in the Alps, with the weather
staying clear all day.
At one point the route climbs a steep ice wall which on another occasion, I had
climbed entirely on skis. Now however it was too icy and at the top a steep little
traverse had to be made on foot, a spectacular situation which brought forth all the
cameras.
From the top of the wall a lengthy traverse of a plateau led to the shoulder
below the Pigne. Here we dumped our heavy sacks before climbing the summit
slope for a photographic session on the ample but icy summit itself. The descent on
skis from the summit without the burden of heavy sacks, was sheer delight.
Once again with our sacks we started down towards the Vignette hut in
excellent skiing conditions. The conditions deteriorated lower down where the
snow was exposed to the very cold easterly wind. Here old ski tracks had frozen
solid making turning difficult.
There are two ways above the hut, first the easier way to the right, and then the
short cut normally taken to the left involving an exposed traverse over very steep
ground. This I had taken on a previous occasion in bad weather with heavy snow,
and had been impressed.
This time the traverse line started on ice, neatly polished by previous skiers. I
stopped at a point where I could not see round a corner, but becoming aware that I
seemed to be on the edge of a cliff. I could not see any ground beneath my skis. The
traverse line narrowed to 3 or 4 feet then disappeared. No one else was in sight as I
was ahead of the team, and so with no one to refer to I side stepped up the ice to
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reach snow again with some relief. We could not take nine people in such a place I
was sure, but before I could shout a warning to the others to descend the other way,
Claire arrived to stop exactly where I had stopped.
Claire is a strong and courageous skier and so I was not unduly worried.
However, before I could mention the exposed position she was in, Phil arrived.
"Go a bit further so that I can get a perfect photo" he said. To my apprehension
Claire obliged without hesitation.
She then decided to slide a bit further round to see if she could see round the
corner, and in doing so found the key to the traverse line, finally disappearing from
sight. Phil followed and I realised I would have to go too.
Side slipping down to where the smooth ice stopped at the ice wall coming
down from above, I found I could step down onto a one foot wide ledge of snow in a
most exposed situation. I remember thinking at the time that I had done similar
moves in P.A. footwear on English rock faces.
Now I let the skis run forward with an almost immediate move into slide
slipping once again, except that now the tails of the skis were overhanging in fresh
air. Ahead were Claire and Phil. Above the line was a sort of ice cliff but one could
now see below. Still quite steep, but in earlier days several skiers had jump turned
down it further along, but now their tracks had frozen solid. A fall would have had
disastrous results.
The angle of the slope slowly relented, but to start with, I was somewhat
'gripped' and perspiring freely. It was quite a long traverse until we could finally
stop side slipping and commence descending down frozen lumpy snow. At the
botton we could look up to watch the spectacular progress of the rest of the team,
looking like flies on a great white wall. So ended a really great day.
There seemed nothing now to stop us getting at least to Zermatt, but alas, the
next day produced heavy snow with fierce winds. A visit to the toilet hut was an
expedition, and such was the wind that the snow was coming vertically upwards
through the hole in the seat. We could wait at the large and friendly hut, but Robin
had planned to descend from Zermatt the following day to catch a flight from
Geneva to Tripoli.
It was obvious therefore, that he would have to descend now to Arolla and that
we could not let him go alone over the many crevasses. Since the weather might be
no better the next day, we decided to descend late morning, starting in driving snow
and poor visibility.
Once in Arolla we celebrated with a superb lunch before catching a post bus to
Sion, from where a train took us back to La Chable in time to buy food and wine for
an enormous meal in the Bruson youth hostel that evening.
Robin caught his flight next day, whilst the rest of us enjoyed two days of
downhill skiing around Verbier, including the spectacular descent from Mont Fort.
Needless to say we did not see a cloud during both days.
During the return home we stopped at a picnic site on the German Autobahn,
to enjoy a grand lunch, thanks to the foresight of Sheelagh and Claire. Peter, later to
marry Claire, turned to me and said, "I suppose Ray, that visiting the Alps for you
will never quite seem the same again". It will not.
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Mount Robson
Roger Wallis
(In addition to his account below, Roger has compiled an anthology of
published comments on the mountain, and an annotated history, each of
about 1000 words. These would be of outstanding interest to anyone
considering an ascent, and are available from the Hon. Ed.)
The Abseil
Anger and resentment, frustration and fear, why now, why me, what a fool,
what a place. As I swing in I can just catch the front points of my crampons on a free
hanging icicle, it's my only resting place. Above, a curtain of icicles arcs out away
and beyond me, I cannot reach them. Left, the ice wall/bergschrund system lies
about 80 feet below, blue voids, white snow and grey blocks of ice, an unpleasant
resting ground for a totally free fall to land on my back. Below right is scary, 2000ft.
of broken rock-ice-snow, the Fuhrer ridge and that's the good bit, for the bad view
is just below the last of the dripping icicles, the 3000ft. North face followed by a
4000ft. run out down the Berg glacier to Berg Lake.

I am in space, totally immobile, on an upside down locked figure-of-eight,
suspended from a day old ice bollard, there's no one above me to winch me up and
how on earth (that's the place I dearly wish to be, but slowly) can those below help.
I am tired, it's 6.00p.m. we have been out 16 hours already, we have expended
a lot of nervous and physical energy, oh Robson, you are a big hill and we have taken
a little too much out of the pot o' luck today.
Calm Rog, calm, a time for calm; with great care I ditch gloves, axe, spare
slings, crabs etc. into the bergschrund, and then carefully, ever so carefully, fix the
one available prussik beyond the figure-of-eight, stand up and rest the other leg
behind. I am so tired, oh so tired. I swing and pivot, the ropes whine, icicles rain
down on me, the 7000ft. view down to Berg Lake slides past. Oh, dear God, why did
I try to be so clever, so elegant, as I hop, hop, hop, down from the ice bollard (pretty
rotten ice, now 28 hours old, and I am the sixth and last body depending on it, if the
bollard goes, I go and fast, and to where?!) Planning a nice little 180° pivot out over
the icicles into free space, down beside the ice cliff, for a slide to the far side of the
bergschrund. As I relax and twist over the brink and my full weight comes on the
rope the figure-of-eight inverts, locks and the stretch in the rope leaves me upside
down under the icicle roof, not a pleasant predicament.
The others are yelling, again, so let's listen. "Clip your chest harness by a sling
into the prussik, then make a one hand pull up with your left arm, and use your right
hand to free the figure-of-eight and clip out of it".
How, after 16 hours climbing and only five hours sleep, and seven mountains
in six days, with one foot in a 5mm prussik, hanging in free space, above a 7000ft.
drop, am I going to pull up my entire weight with my LEFT arm (I can't ring pull a
can of beer with my left arm!) and then unravel a figure-of-eight that my whole
body weight has been on for the last ten minutes or so.
"Come on guys, what's the other plan?"
"Rog, it's the only way."
Mind over matter, well really mind over mass (or last requiem).
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I reach up and take my whole body weight left handed and simultaneously
struggle and fight to clip out of the figure-of-eight. Suddenly it's free, and so am I,
the rope snaps and so does my psyche. Please bollard stay, please stay. I am now
upside down held by one crampon all tangled up in the prussik which is above the
figure-of-eight. I have to create slack in the intervening six inches and disentangle
the figure-of-eight from the rope. More single left arm pull ups, now upside down,
the figure-of-eight is free and it roars off down the rope and is gone. I stare up at the
underside of lots and lots of icicles and at the sky and at ice slopes which zoom
round at odd angles. I am at an odd angle!
"What now?"
"Clip your chest harness into the rope, unclip the sling going to the prussik,
and then take your foot out of the prussik"
"But what the hell's going to happen then?"
"You'll slide down the rope but we will climb up a bit and you'll swing in to
us"
"Sure, sure"
Total unbelief, but I have no gear, and no options, so as they say 'here goes
nothing'.
Clip into the rope. Unclip the sling from the prussik, it's free, and I am now
completely upside down, the crampon points are tangled in the prussik, blood
throbs through my head, part of my armpit is clipped between the rope and the
crab, got to get my foot out of that sling, one part, another, a front point, then the
next, and oh God I am going, going, head first, backwards, arcing through space,
snow, ice, sun, icebergs, and crash in snow, out of snow, in to a void, in to the
bergschrund, into ice, the flesh in the armpit between rope and crab burns and I
scream, so this is a Tyrolean, the lads are laughing - well sort of, relief to them, relief
to me.
"Sorry guys, thanks guys, sorry, what a farce."
What a waste of time, of energy, its hours and hours from here to the hut - what
else, this is Robson.
The Beginning

Another long day. 6.00a.m. wake up at Wates-Gibson hut; pack, help clean up,
put gear on the helicopter pad, walk out down the 15 miles of the Astoria, wait for
gear in the Edith Cavell car park, drive to Jasper, shower, laundry, buy food, eat,
repack, telephone, and drive 60 miles west over the Yellowhead Pass, it's now
8.00p.m. and we turn into the Robson car park and stop dead. For the others it's
their first sight of Robson. Silence, followed by colloquium of quiet expletives,
tending to suggest that they are impressed and that Robson is big.
The cameras click and click, binoculars out and I trace the line onto the
postcards. Bill is vastly amused, "climbing by postcards!" Over the next 48 hours
this ancient Alpine trick will generate polite applause after the initial derision. We
drive the last mile to the end of the road and once again repack, trying to throw out
more and more weight. "Only need one camera", "don't need any rock gear",
"only need one rope", "take one ice peg each and snow fluke or bits of the snow
shovel", "anyone taking a sleeping bag?", "who's got the spare stove fuel?", "one
pan's enough", "anyone got spare batteries?", "how many loaves?". Even so the
piles grow and we weigh out, but why don't I buy a modern sac with shoulder
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padding and waist cinch, this weight is pain. Soon it's pitch dark, and then it's
11.00p.m., bedtime. Jim sleeps on a park table, Paul and Bill under the tent fly on
the grass, I take the back of the station wagon - bear proof!
The Way to the Hut

4.00a.m., it's pitch black, eat in the dark and stumble off over the Robson river
and up the track, Kinney Lake, the Valley of a Thousand Falls, Berg Lake, the
signpost lit by the headlights, lists evocative names, we stumble on. The river roars
below, stars in the heavens, the smell of cedars, and suddenly we reach Kinney
Lake and there is Whitehorn peak lit by the first pink of dawn. The pleasant forest
path suddenly destructs into a chaotic mass of mud and boulders and jumble of
enormous but broken trees. We dully make our way, no implications from this
untidy mess occur to any of us. It will. The track leads out onto the delta gravels at
the foot of the Great Couloir. Problem number one on Robson; find the path. There
are horrific stories of people spending whole days lost on the way to the Ralph
Forster hut. We now see why, and Murray Toft's hut guide book says; "A
somewhat inobvious line, defying written description". That's a great help!
But thank goodness we took the mountain guidebook's advice and that we are
here in the cool of the early morning and on the shady slopes. The path is horrific,
there are no zigzags, the path simply ascends through alder slides and avalanche
blow downs, it's just a runnel through raspberry canes, scree and stumps. You
stagger from chainsaw cut to chainsaw cut, and go incredibly steeply upwards
through a non-world of dust and vicious twigs. Rock bands and roots, just pull on
something, anything and hope it's not devil's club or raspberries. The only view is
of each other's heels, and dust and pebbles. This is all that remains of a
mountainside when destructed by avalanches. Then the rock band and frayed wire
rope, and above, other short steep walls with loose rock and sometimes,
unnervingly, even looser roots. Saw cuts on blow downs lead uninvitingly upwards.
A small wood of the only real trees on the mountainside leads out onto a ledge of
talus and at last the mountain emerges.
A staggering view. To the left, the Wishbone Ridge rises in one long sweep of
black, grey, brown and orange rock to the incredible encrustations of the summit.
The Great Couloir slashes through the multicoloured rock layers to the stacked
series of seracs that flow down from the summit ridge to form the "Roof. The rest
of the view is an amphitheatre of faces, cliffs, gullies and talus leading up to the
summit of Little Robson. Our way would be via Little Robson and then the
Schwarz ledges, suspended above the Great Couloir but below the overhanging
seracs, these would lead us to the "Roof. The Schwarz ledges look awful; blank
black walls decorated with verglas, icicles and fallen serac debris. Welcome to
objective danger. Thankfully the others are more interested in learning the
whereabouts of the hut, a black dot way out on the SSW ridge, which looked and
was, miles away and thousands of feet above.
I was sjow to leave the last of the trees and suddenly the aun hit me. Man on the
moon, the heat was intense, the scree blazed, the little buttre'ss burned, not a breath
of wind, however hard I tried I could not catch the shade ahead. So the sweat ran
and mixed with the dust of the earlier trail, the amphitheatre was stifling and silent.
The others had gone. The place seemed, is, immense. The mountain was huge. One
felt, was, intimidated.
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West Face of Mt. Robson. The Emperor Ridge is the left skyline; the Great
Couloir falls directly from the summit,- the Wishbone is between them
Photo by W. McKenzie

The Shoulder on Mt. Robson. The Kain Face exit cornices are in the
foreground, with Mt. Resplendent (11,200') beyond
Photo bv W. McKenzie
4-7
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I staggered upwards and began cairn building and adding little twist ties of red
flagging tape. In fog, rain and don't even think it, snow, how on earth will we ever
find our way out of this place?
Stones rattle from above, slides of dust and vocal accompaniment, people
coming down. Oh welcome respite, to chat to others. Had they been to the summit?
No, too dehydrated, too tired, too much gear, too slow, just to Little Robson and
the fantastic/terrifying view from there. Higher up, two more guys; yes, one had
been to the summit, great trip, the ledges, the ice couloir, the free abseil over the ice
cliffs. The other guy said: "What! Go up there, under three sets of falling seracs
whilst still only on the Little Robson ridge, that was enough for him, there simply
had to be a better way up the mountain!" Their mate was still up above.

Robson Poss
5410'
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Mount Robson
R.H,W.-Sepl.l9B5
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Summit ridge Mt. Robson

Photo by W. McKenzie

Indeed, on the head wall, there was their mate, a fellow Torontonian. A 5.11
new route man but now with lOOlb pack and a 105°F temperature, septosis and a
vastly swollen foot-ankle-leg, dripping fever, shaking like a leaf and totally
incoherent. Another non-ad for Robson. His friends came back, one would descend
to the park entrance and the other would stay on the ledge. Later in the afternoon
we would watch a swift, competent, helicopter sling liftoff organized by Jasper Park
wardens; later still we would all meet up in Jasper's hospital, the resting place for
Toronto Robson ascent teams!
The Hut
The hut, blessed 8x20 feet of wood and wire guy lines; seracs fall behind whilst
type-quality rockies non-rocks slide off in front. The Yellowhead highway lies
below our feet, the Premiers frame the horizon, the Wishbone arete terminates the
other direction, whilst above, beyond the pyramid of Little Robson, the seracs of
the Roof cascade down to the ribbon of ice and danger called the South Robson
glacier.

The hut was ours, but first water. There is NO water on the entire trail from
Kinney Lake up the 6000 feet to the hut, so heavy into brews of tea, soup, tea, juice,
tea; time to rehydrate.
Besides the cries of the ravens, the crash of seracs, there is nothing up here, an
inhospitable world of orange talus and rock, the next kick of which will make it
talus! The afternoon doze is broken by the familiar clack, clack of the helicopter and
the fast and efficient rescue by the men in red.
Evening, pool the food, watch the sunset, gloriously rich with the smoke of
three months of forest fires and so to sleep.
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To Little Robson
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2.00a.m., it's pitch black, stars shine, the moon is up. There are two routes
after the first serac wall, either up the South Robson glacier, the so-called "bowling
alley" which channels all the upper falling ice, or follow the arete of Little Robson.
In the dark we are baffled by the second serac barrier in the bowling alley, so in the
black night we climb up unstable icicles to dank, black ledges and traverse across
seemingly terrifying places to the ridge crest. Wasted time, wasted energy, the sun
will come and catch us and warm the seracs. A pitch on the ridge takes time and the
rope just will not uncoil. Oh damn, damn, we should hurry, the dark and the cold
are our friends. The snow on Little Robson col is still hard, but already it's 9.00a.m.
We are too slow, too slow. Crampons on, off, on, off, ridge, rock, ice/snow, cold,
and now the Schwarz ledges.
The Schwarz Ledges

Dear God, what a place. Above us is 200-300 feet of outwards leaning ice, it's a
roof above us, we are perched on a wall above the Great Couloir 5000 feet straight
down to Kinney Lake. The couloir and its tributaries slash through blank, black
walls seamed with verglas, giant icicles and great lumps of broken ice from the
seracs above, and this is the voie normale!
The others are standing on the first ledge and look appalled. Clearly time for a
pep talk, "must be damned good rock to be this steep, really vicious dolomite, lots
of friction, verglas not melting yet, that's good, can't see any new blocks of ice from
the seracs, and the weather looks just great", at least this last observation was
honest!

Mr. Robson on the Roof with whipped cream rolls above
Photo by W. McKenzie
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"OK, let's go, I've got the flagging tape and wands, so I'll go first and make
some cairns." Not waiting for discussion, I take off along the ledges and I can feel
their doubt, then basically, unwillingly and unbelieving, the others follow me. It is
an awe-inspiring place. Incredible exposure, no obvious line, serac ice above, it is
dark and dank, the grey-black rocks are covered with grey-black verglas. Let's
move and move fast, and go onwards, upwards, out on to the mountain, up to the
snows, to the sun, to space and views. Let's leave this place, but, how happy we will
be to return.
I build little cairns decorated with little bows of bright red ribbon. They look
so pathetic, so insignificant, but oh how heartening, how reassuring they are in the
evening yet to come, when the setting sun momentarily catches each little piece of
tape in vivid flash, and the blank, look alike wall is re-revealed to be a complex of
intertwined steps, if one can only get the pattern right. What on earth are the
Schwarz ledges like in torrential rain, a gale, thunderstorm or massive snow storm,
in an epic retreat, after days on top, with injured or tired people. This is a route
finding nightmare, carapaced by objective danger and this is the easy way?
On Robson there is NO easy way. A mountaineer's mountain. It shows no sign
of human passing. My cairns are just here for the day.
The ledges turn from black, to grey, to brown, to orange, and are mixed in with
snow and ice, higher and higher and we are on the last rock buttress. But there is no
real view of the mountain, Bill is now vastly impressed by the postcard gimmick,
the mountain in perspective, and also horrified, how much time has passed, how far
we have to go, we haven't even reached the Roof yet! We can outflank the hanging
seracs by a 45° snow-ice face. Bill and Paul, so quiet on the ledges below, are now
unleashed and tear off up the slope. I follow, my calves screaming, I am too unfit,
too tired, too old, to be tiptoeing up steep snow-ice with a catastrophic drop below.
Oh damn, crampon strap loose, what a time, what a place, one scratch of the
adze to eke a desperate place to rest, two more blows and a step appears. Carefully
bend, carefully retie and then front point on up. This is fun?
The "Roof
I was now No.4 on the rope, the back end, no control of the route, of the pace,
of the halts or the food, and jeez am I hungry, we left at 2.00a.m. and now it's
1.00p.m. and we still haven't stopped to eat!
This is a huge expanse, one has no idea from afar, this must be more than half a
mile across. Below, the upper part of the South Robson glacier falls away in
terrifying lurches, topped and bottomed by gigantic crevasses and icefalls,
throughout which weaved the tracks of the fog bound Americans of five days
before, tracks which went every which way but always came to a full stop at the next
impasse. Their exit is clear, a 300 foot abseil over and through the ice cliff-serac
barrier to the middle of the Schwarz ledges, they were desperate. This is a desperate
place to first visit from above, in white out. I stick more bright bunting on our
wands in the snow!
Above, the incredible whipped-cream rolls ride up, layer on layer to the sky,
ever so aesthetically pleasing, and please be that they are stable, each is 200 feet
high and rolls 50 feet out from the average 40-50° angle of the face. We cross debris
of rolls that have already tumbled down, we don't need that sort of excitement.
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The "Shoulder"
We're going downhill! The others stop, in front it's a whole new world, indeed
the other side of the mountain. Wonderful! A land of snow and ice, and far beyond Alberta brown and dusty. In the near view the imposing cornices above the Kain
Face; to the right Mt. Resplendant - which really is. A lovely hill, full of grace and
balance. Below, the Robson cirque, the Dome - of snow, and the length of the
Robson Glacier. To the left Waffle and the Helmet. The others dump their sacks
and take off jackets it's so warm, of course it is, it's 2.00p.m., damn it, it's late and
I'm so tired. The others are enthused, dynamic, the push for the summit. My mind
murmurs, the Helmet, the Helmet, we are below the Helmet, but that's 11,100 feet,
so there's almost 2000 feet to go yet, that's another two hours! I don't get time to
eat, drink, or think, we are off again. Bill's just in a Tshirt, on Robson, with 2-4
hours to go, he must be crazy, but I am too tired to even speak, and for me that's
tired!
The Kain (SE) Ridge
Still at No.4 there's no pain, just follow the rope and put your feet in others'

Roger Wallis and whipped cream rolls
Photo by Roger Wallis
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steps, funny stuff this Robson snow-ice, some of it's rock hard, some soft, some
porous, yet it all looks identical, tricky! The ridge rises steeply in rising steps, being
the ends of the whipped-cream rolls on the Roof lying to our left. Below the face
drops steeply to the Robson cirque and beyond the Fuhrer ridge limits our view to
the north.
Suddenly a face of ice and icicles, a cliff bars the way. To the left the cliff is the
upperside of a giant bergschrund, the 100 foot wide summit barrier mentioned by
the Japanese in the hut log book; to the right, the cliff barrier tumbles down the
edge of the Fuhrer ridge. We don't really need this obstacle. It's too late, we are too
tired, if the weather changes we are a long way out, we left our sacs below at the
Shoulder, with spare food, gear, this is all not too smart.
The others opt to look along the bergschrund but I opt to doze, it clearly isn't
going to work, it's a free abseil to get into the bergschrund and it's an overhang to
get out, via free hanging icicles attached to porous ice. Clearly we have to cut across
the edge of the cliff, turn on the Fuhrer face and climb up from the backside to
regain the ridge crest.
Twenty minutes later all agree. Paul starts off, Bill belays, I sleep and Jim,
seeing my example joins me in slumber. Thirty minutes later Paul is both tired and
appalled by the exposure on his side of the face. Bill, in a Tshirt reading "It's Better
In The Bahamas" is cold. Jim is tossed into the lead with two axes and all four ice
pegs, with me to belay and by God up he goes. Good for Jim. Paul follows, but then
we are a bit short of rope, so as Bill has no jacket I follow ten feet below him in
absolute white out, just blindly bridging up a steep ice gully in the wake of his
debris and arrive back into the sun. Suddenly I feel great, I am awake, we really are
going to make it. At last up, I regain the lead-supa. This is fun. The ridge narrows,
and then really narrows, we merge with the edge of the North Face, Berg Lake is
below, straight below. 7000 feet below. We tiptoe round the top of the face and then
start on the encrustations, the incredible ice/snow buildups that crown the top of
the Wishbone and Emperor.
Being so isolated, Robson creates its own weather and is almost perpetually
capped by its own clouds. These build ice monstrosities, great mushrooms, hard,
soft, unstable and mainly porous, and you flog around, under, over, by them,
onwards to highest.
The summit. It's the very junction of the Emperor, Wishbone, SE, S W ridges,
one last monster mushroom. Incredibly there is NO wind, there is NO cloud,
unfortunately there is also little view, the forest fire smoke fills every valley.
We embrace, we are fulfilled, the Lord is kind, we are so lucky, the weather,
the conditions, it's 5.00p.m., a 15 hour ascent, not impressive!
Descent
It's time to go, steadily, no stops, no mistakes and we can still be home by dark!
Instead of descending the ice gully, let's abseil over the ice cliff, here's the other
guys ice bollard. Let's go. Damn that figure-of-eight! Just wipe the mind clear, no
more mistakes, let's go, back to the sacs. It's at least four to five hours down from
here, so up and over the Roof, avoid the steep snow/ice slope, back to the Schwarz
ledges, the little red ribbons show up so well from above lit by the last rays of the
sun. Down to Little Robson col, across to the ridge and down, down, and then it's
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dark. Stumble, jump and curse, the others quit after another pitch black abseil and
a blank void by the waterfall under the last serac. They will bivouac and wait for
dawn. But for me the hut calls, I feel awake, rejuvenated and in the blackness see
holds everywhere, "Oh come on, Jim, let's go for bed!" We push open the door, it's
2.00a.m., exactly 24 hours after we left.
Schwarz, of the ledges, makes room, "that's a long day, lads", and blessed
sleep.
Next day from the car park we can stuff down the ice creams and leer at the
route, the way, the summit, Robson, the King. Like so many things, you don't have
to be good if you are lucky and go with friends!

Mana Peak (7272m) The Lonely Way
John Willison

Two weeks leave out of the blue is always welcome, even at 10 days notice, and
as it fell in the middle of the pre-monsoon season I set about selecting a suitable
Himalaya. 10 days was cutting it slightly fine to organise a first Himalayan trip so I
was forced to skip the usual pleasantries of permits, liaison officers and peak fees: as
it was, my visa, air ticket and equipment order arrived only on the morning of the
day of departure.
Success was going to depend on going ultra-lightweight, so it was with much
satisfaction that at Heathrow I watched my rucksack weigh in at a mere 251bs; this
included all my gear plus food and fuel for 10 days. With no time for swanning
around India I jump on a bus immediately on extrication from Delhi airport;
several hot, sticky buses and 200 kms later I spend my first Indian night in
Rishikesh, gateway to the Garwal region.
At dawn I join one of many busloads of pilgrims on their journey up to
some 300 kms of exciting river gorge of ever-increasing splendour
.Badrinath
with a surprisingly good road, built and superbly maintained by the Indian Army
border forces. One-way traffic over the last 30 kms of giddy hairpins dictates an
overnight stop at Joshimath (2200m) before the cavalcade of some 40 buses finally
snakes into Badrinath (3122m).
Mana Peak lies roughly midway between the Gangotri and Nanda Devi
basins, just a few kilometres east of the main valley of the Alaknanda and Saraspati
rivers, up which runs a yak route over the Mana Pass into Tibet. I planned to
continue north up the main valley for some 10 kms from Badrinath and then to take
a valley eastwards at the head of which lay Mana Peak the same route as Frank
Smythe chose for the first ascent in 1937. I was therefore not pleased to discover
that no foreigners were allowed north of Badrinath on account of its lying on the
edge of a prohibited zone some 40 kms deep which lines the Tibetan border. A large
Army contingent occupied Badrinath and patrolled the main valley northwards;
both official Police and Army checkpoints had been set up at Mana Village just 3
kms north of Badrinath.
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I found an unfinished hotel to stay in for free and spent my only
acclimatisation day furiously studying the valley sides and the map for a way
through. But any alternative route meant more distance over more difficult ground
and gaining too much initial height far too quickly. My hotelier increased my
frustration by treating me as a long lost brother, becoming steadily more
affectionate all afternoon, and I began to wonder whether all my apparently free
meals actually required payment in kind. The only pleasant part of the day was a
stroll up the Rishi Ganga Valley west of Badrinath with the magnificent pointed
peak of Nilkantha (6900m) towering at the valley head.
I repeated this warm-up walk next morning and met an American trekking
couple who had approached the checkpoints but whose further progress had been
flatly refused. They had tried again late in the evening but had again been turned
back. We discussed dozens of possible plans, most of them ludicrous, and they
could not understand why I couldn't just go trekking instead. In desperation I
eventually set off at nightfall, intending to bypass Mana high up the valley sides and
then climb over a 4500m col into a side valley. I wasn't going to be able to use a
headtorch until well above Mana and the initial bypass would require crossing the
Alaknanda river, some 20m wide, also in the dark. Once in the side valley I would
decide whether to rejoin my original route and risk meeting patrols, or to take a
longer route to Mana Peak over a series of high cols.
The first 3 kms to Mana are straightforward, through fields well away from the
main path. Mana Village is well lit and a large official-looking building stands at the
entrance. I approach to within 200m and then cut down to the river, in the darkness
slipping several times down the steep earth banks. However, the river is far deeper
and faster flowing than I had imagined not only would I get totally soaked but
there was a good chance of being swept a long way in the wrong direction. I clamber
up river in search of a better crossing point, but with no luck, soon the swaying
Mana bridge looms above with torchlights and figures clearly visible. Above the
bridge the river splits so I retrace my steps and start thinking about getting wet.
Still it looks impossible I end up back at the bridge. This time some shouting on
the bridge someone has seen me? But no one comes to investigate. The shouts die
away and the lights vanish after what seems an age. I have spent over two hours
crawling around under this bridge and decide that even Indian Army soldiers must
fall asleep on sentry occasionally. I climb up to the bridge path and tiptoe onto the
bridge. No sentry this side carry on across. In the centre of the archway on the far
bank is a sentry box, I slow to a halt and wait to be challenged. It doesn't happen
another few steps, still nothing, and I find myself continuing on the main path
unable to believe my luck.
Having got this far I may as well carry on: on up through the old village, a maze
of paths and steps, I often stray from the main path as the jumble of rambling
cottages is not easy to filter through. Suddenly there is a flagpole in front of me, and
a door opens only a few feet away, spilling light right across the path. Shouts of
laughter come from inside and two soldiers emerge, I make a feeble attempt to
become part of the wall, amazingly they walk straight past me. The door stays open
and I can hear conversation from within; either I wait until it shuts but risk the
soldiers' return or I move on and risk being seen from inside. I decide to move:
crossing the flood of light takes an age but eventually I reach darkness again without
being seen.
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I lose the path again, ending up on some enormous boulders above the village,
but as I once more grow accustomed to the darkness the path turns up after a
further half an hour's search. Now easier to follow, no longer in the village, it drops
to what I know to be a natural rock bridge over the Saraspati, high above the
thundering river, and then zig-zags steeply up the side of the gorge. Progress is
precarious it is easy to miss a zigzag and wander onto the scree slopes, while the
path itself is often blocked by rockfall, yet still I cannot risk a headtorch. Another
couple of kilometres on my progress is slowed further by the first of several
snowfields into which, if I miss the path, I sink thigh deep while cutting my knees to
ribbons on the solid crust. Frequently I slip and sail off down an ice slope my ice
axe was to be used in earnest several times that night. It takes hours and it's not as if
I can marvel at the scenery by way of compensation. Finally at midnight I decide I
could do myself far more damage without a headtorch than by being seen by a
soldier on midnight watch, and kicking myself for not having put it on hours ago I
make good progress at last. At 2am I draw level with the side valley leading to Mana
Peak, but the steep river gorge is still in the way and exhausted I decided I've gone
far enough. Blundering around in the snow I find a primitive corrugated iron hut,
clearly a shelter for the Army, but I am now past caring whether I meet a battalion
and thankfully crawl in out of the wind.
I awake in bright sunlight to confirm my position at 3800m only 15 kms from
Mana Peak. I must now get out of the main valley before a patrol decides to make
use of the shelter. Leaving the crampons off I glissade down to the Saraspati which
has thankfully disappeared beneath an icefall; climbing the latter without crampons
is interesting but a couple of hours later I'm breakfasting in the sun at 4300m. Safe
from soldiers I return to my bag and sleep until late afternoon when I continue the
gentle ascent of the Nakthopi Glacier for 6 kms, eventually stopping at 4800m. The
skies are clear and the surrounding peaks most impressive. Mana Peak is hidden by
a 6500m peak but Gupt Khal, the col at the head of the glacier and my next
objective, is clearly visible.
I pitch my Phoenix hooped bivvy bag and then to my horror I discover I no
longer possess a fuel bottle. The implications of this dawn all too quickly
the
spage-age freeze dried main meals which formed almost all my food were now going
to have to be resuscitated with cold water alone, and with snow once I was too high
for glacial puddles. I could now melt snow only by day if I had strong sun, plus a
water bottle worth at night in my sleeping bag. Finally I found the hooped bivvy
bag too restricting, not enough room for what little gear I had and the Goretex
didn't appear to be letting out any water vapour despite its proximity to my sleeping
bag. A fairly miserable start to a long night, still I console myself I am where I
wanted to be after all
but just why on earth I had to pick this place is becoming
less obvious.
Another fine morning, and I make the best of a bad job no point in taking
the stove or more than one billie any further, nor my bag of Cup-A-Soups. I seem to
have slept OK except for periodically awakening with a start to find myself talking
to at least 3 other people. My pulse had been around 120 walking the previous
evening, but I had experienced no headaches as yet. I set off at midday for the Gupt
Khal col, but within an hour despite no wind the clouds have dropped and visibility
is down to 200m. It begins to snow, and I stop to consult the compass. I carry on as
the snow up to the col seems reasonable, also the ground sems to be doing what the
map suggests. Nearer the col routefinding becomes harder as the 100m contour
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intervals give no indication of some fairly large rock buttresses. However the col is
reached (5800m) by 1700 hours, but there is no let up in this tedious windless
snowfall and visibility is under 100m.
I force down my third cold meal failing miserably to pretend it's Lobster
Thermidor, and only just quelling the rise of bile I decide it will be my last.
Decision time the snow is not looking like stopping but there is still not a hint of
wind. If I don't carry on tonight the avalanche danger will prevent any further
progress, as will lack of palatable food. If I go down I still need a rest here first. A
last slug of resolve urges me to make the summit bid tonight, while I am still able. I
crawl into my bag, all set to start out once I wake up.
Somehow I sleep for about 4 hours, eat almost all my emergency rations and
visibility with headtorch is about 5m. Carrying
trudge off at 2230 hours
absolutely nothing bar my ice axe and water is a relief and despite a racing pulse last
night's light headache has disappeared. Heading NE from the col after some 5
hours steady climb up knee-deep snow the slope flattens and I judge my position to
be the col between Mana and a minor peak to the west; altitude about 6800m.
Headthrob has returned but is not too distracting; I eat my last packet of glucose
tablets and finish my water. Pulse isn't far below 200 but there's only 1500 feet to
go. I opt to head straight up the west flank rather than my planned circuitous route
round the north ridge, thinking the snow might be less deep. It seems to work
only a few deep patches, no rock buttresses, and the angle is never more than 45
degrees. I fight to maintain a rhythm, so much so that much of the ascent is made
with my eyes closed. At around 6am the headtorch ceases to be effective dawn is
going on somewhere above this blanket of mist, and shortly after that I reach the
flattish north ridge, where sure enough the deep snow almost makes me give up.
100m of climb at the most. I am
But it really cannot be very much further
breathing very fast indeed and suck in flurries of snow in desperation for air. There
is a steel band playing a continuous encore in my head. At last the ridge drops
I'm on the summit. Well so much for doing it
steeply away right in front of me
there isn't one. I had hoped to see Kamet 5 kms to the north but
for the view
couldn't even see my footsteps 10m away. There doesn't seem any point in staying
here a minute longer when my entire body is screaming to go down. Down I go a
horribly uncontrolled descent.
I reach the bivvy at 1015, the last few hundred metres of descent having been
quite quick. Still nothing more than a massive desire to go on down everything is
thrown into the rucksack and I grope my way down through the rock buttresses.
The cloud base is at 5000m and once there I almost break into a run, revelling in the
oxygen and in the fact that I'd got up the bloody thing. I had reached the summit
just less than seven days after leaving Heathrow.
The sun breaks through strongly and melts the frozen river I'm walking down,
with disastrous consequences. I couldn't give a damn, it's over and I'm going down
however wet. It doesn't even feel cold. I reach the hut after a reckless slide through
the icefall, although the short climb out of the river gorge takes over half an hour
my body refuses to do any more uphill. By 1630 I'm running down the main trail,
lovely scenery rushes by but despite having missed it on the way up in the dark I've
no interest in it now. I meet a patrol armed with antique rifles and wearing
I shake hands grinning and run on
sheepskins and pecular white Wellingtons
down leaving them speechless. Their support group is further down making tea
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we draw pictures in the dust for each other and I hand over my remaining dried
food. On down, faster all the time, Mana Village is in sight and I pass several wellprepared defensive positions
hence the prohibited zone.
Badrinath is reached at 7pm where I collapse and tell my story to a group of
Americans in return for a warm fire and as much curry as I can eat. They take me to
the village hot baths where I lie for almost an hour in a huge steaming pool, almost
in darkness; divine therapy for aching limbs.
Hardly able to stay awake long enough to catch the bus next morning, I sleep
most of the way to Rishikesh. With no desire to see any more of India I go straight to
Delhi and get on the first flight home. I have always scoffed at Messner's
preoccupation with the problem of "la solitude", but now I have experienced it I
understand his concern only too well. Going solo was probably the hardest part
about it. I got back to England to find that I had lost 2 stones in ten days. Talk about
a lightening descent.

People Love Mountains
Thelma James

People love mountains,
Watch them trudge their weary way
Up steep, winding mountain tracks;
Or queue for those hideous
But useful marvels of Man;
The telecabines, the telefriques,
The telesieges, the trains, close packed
With the weak, the elderly,
The slightly infirm,
The "want to get higher",
And the rather rich.
For people love mountains.
They are mesmerized
By the sheer immensity
Of the so-white, snow-capped peaks,
The broken-glass-glaciers
Above the steep, deep green slopes.
Yet, on the French/Swiss Alpine border
Near a shelter selling drinks and chips
Is an open, ugly pit
Blotting the landscape
Spewing forth litter
The mess of mankind...

Do people love mountains?
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They gaze stunned, entranced,
When eyes slowly turn earthwards,
At the exquisite display
Of delicate alpine plants;
Delight at chirp of crickets,
The trill of some invisible bird.
Dazzled by brilliant butterflies,
They long for a glimpse of a
Shy alpine mammal,
An ibex, a marmot,
Even a chamois!
For people love mountains.
They find a green, quiet,
Sheltered spot from piercing wind,
And a rusting sardine tin
Crudely covered with a stone,
Chocolate wrappers, orange peel,
Greaseproof paper, tinfoil, plastic bags,
Left behind by some careless climbers,
Or by some carefree tourists.
Are empty wrappers
Heavier to take down
Than full, to take up?
Can people love mountains?
(Being the product offeelings of helpless rage experienced one summer on the Col de Balme)

Glan Dena 1945
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Tour de Mont Blanc
Ingrid High
When I visited the Mont Blanc area many years ago for climbing, I can
remember wondering what hid in the valleys and hills surrounding the snows and
rock of the central peaks. But at that time climbing was all, and it is only now that I
have found the pleasure there is in walking.

A few years ago I read about the Tour de Mont Blanc; the idea started to grow;
I sent for maps and a guidebook (by Andrew Harper), and when they arrived I
spent many hours in the settee dreaming away, the awakening memories providing
substance to the two-dimensional maps.
Tour de Mont Blanc (TMB) is a walk around the Mont Blanc massif; taking
France, Switzerland and Italy. You walk in the valleys surrounding
through
you
the central massif, or high up on the opposing mountainsides. The route is well
marked, with alternatives in many parts, and is much used. There are plenty of huts
and hotels along the route, and you can make each day short or long as you like.
Most days arrive at a place with a shop where you can compose the next day's lunch,

On Col de la Seigne, entering Italy. Mont Blanc reappears
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and, if you like, the evening's dinner. The paths are easy to walk; even at an altitude
of over 2,000 m there was plenty of grass and flowers. It was often steep going with
much up and downhill. In all I covered 95 km, and some 6,900 metres up and 5,900
metres downhill (the discrepancy is due to telepheriques, bus and not returning to
the starting point). All along there was plenty of water; both in streams and in the
many delightful watering-places. The tour gave a nice mixture of fine nature, good
food, beautiful views - and most days I had a shower ...
I went in September, and it was a lucky choice. There were still flowers about,
plenty of blueberries and raspberries, not many people in the huts, beautiful stable
weather combined with the clear air of early autumn.
I started in Switzerland at Trient. The guidebook starts the tour at Chamonix,
but coming from Norway by train, I found the travel agents here sounding more
confident when I mentioned Martigny rather than Chamonix. But seen in
retrospect I am glad for it. The village of Trient is small, a few houses, the hotel, a
shop and a cafe huddled up around the church. It lies in the bottom of a deep valley
with steep mountains on all sides. A little walk up the valley before dinner gave me a
first sight of a tumbling glacier tongue; snow peaks in the high distance; a sighting
of where next morning's walk went (up THAT steep forested ridge!?); a meeting
with a friendly English family who had already done two thirds of the tour and had a
host of good advice; a herd of cows being led out to their evening grazing, each one
with a huge Swiss cowbell around its neck (the calves had little ones); a group of
French who arrived, one by one, after the day's walk over Col de Fenetre, they were
tired out, limping - but smiling; and a toothless old man who was glad for a chat
with yet another of these foreigners passing through his little village.
The morning shadow was dark in the valley, but the skies were blue above.
Behind I heard the cowbells when the same cows were led from the farm to their
morning grazing. The fields were full of pink autumn crocus (those I only saw in
Switzerland). The path zigzagged gently upwards among old spruces overhung
with the kind of moss which only grows where the air is clean. A couple of squirrels
complained about the disturbance. I soon had to change to shorts. Out of the forest
azalea bushes took over, mixed with blueberry bushes full of berries. That was an
unexpected blessing.
The last few paces up to the top of Col de Balme I will never forget.
Fortunately the path was good, there was no need to look at my feet. My eyes were
fixed many miles away. At first one small, pointed, snowstriped, blue peak
appeared; then another one, and then more. I saw more and more of them, and then
I had the whole panorama of Mont Blanc and the Chamonix valley in front of me. I
understood why I had come, why I would go through with it come what may, and
why I would return in the future. They served tea in the hut, but the telepherique
had closed the previous day, so my hopes for an easy way down had to be
abandoned.
In Montroc I again found the English family, at the 'dortoir' "Le Moulin" we were using the same guidebook. After a visit to Argentiere to do some shopping
(and send superfluous cold weather clothes back home by the post, to lighten my
rucksack), we had dinner together at a holiday-home for the French railway
workers. It wasn't a meal for tourists, but a dinner for French people, including a
friendly atmosphere.
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On the following day, in Chamonix, I met a girl from New Zealand and a
couple from Australia who I joined for the next three days. We shared hotel rooms,
and dinners of bread, cheese, fruit and wine, and they helped me in carrying my
rucksack (being experienced light-packers, and only going for 4-5 days). It was nice
walking with them, many things which we take for granted in our nature made them
stop. So I saw many things with fresh eyes; plants, berries, animals and people.
From Montroc the path went up to the foot of Les Aiguilles Rouges. It
flattened out at some 2,000 metres, among grass and rock. Two eagles flew over us,
and we occasionally heard the whistlings from the marmots (but only saw some
once). A thousand metres below us was Chamonix, covered with a light layer of
haze. On the other side of the valley was the whole row of the familiar peaks. Glacier
after glacier came into sight, and disappeared.

Swiss Val Ferret. Mont Dolent is on the left
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We walked up to Lac Blanc (there were a few even prettierlakes below), a small
blue lake at 2,353 m, with a cafe, a big flock of alpine choughs proving that they
belong to the crow family, and many tourists. We slept at the refuge at the
telepherique station La Flegere. It was an old house, and the least pleasant of the
ones I met with - but that meant little, when dinner was eaten (with only six people
at one table in the huge hall of a restaurant at the telepherique station) - with the last
red evening light on Mont Blanc; and breakfast gave us the first rays of the morning
sun on the pillars of les Grandes Jorasses.
Before we left the Chamonix Valley we passed the peak Le Brevent, with
telepherique station and cafe. Behind a pile of empty beer cans we found a group of
Englishmen who, in a few hours, would have done the whole TMB in 5 days. The
record is 27 hours (I was aiming at 11 days!). Here we had Mont Blanc right
opposite us, and at the distance of 8-9 miles we could see the track going up the
Glacier des Bossons!
After a night in Les Houches we had to say farewell to Mont Blanc for a few
days. I took a day's rest in Les Contamines, the other three continued. It was sad to
say goodbye, but I wasn't lonely. A group of people from Paris, up for a weekend in
the mountains, invaded the hotel, and "madame" put me at their table for the
dinner of cheese fondue and blueberry tarts.
The southwestern corner of the tour was desolate. Only a few farms and
chalets in the beautiful valleys, and no shop between Les Contamines and
Courmayeur. Some of the place names were Celtic, and there were tall blond people
about. For a few kilometres I walked along a roman road where stone was still lying
beside stone; the worst holes had been filled in with cement, but little else had been
done during the centuries since it was hewn out. On the lower paths I still met many
people out walking for the day, it was Sunday, and they had come out to pick berries
and fungi, or for a picnic.
The hut on the Col de la Croix du Bonhomme, at over 2,400 metres, was my
highest sleeping place. A narrow, three storey, stone building with small windows
came out of the fog, looking like a mediaeval castle. Well inside the dark, I was met
by a loud man's voice singing georgian church music - from a cassette player. Over a
cup of tea in the darkening kitchen (still with the eerie accompaniment) I was told
that I was welcome to sleep there overnight (they were closing that day) but I had to
accept being alone; the three guardians were going down to the valley for a party
and would not come up again until the next day. The rain started, went over to snow
... and a few other guests arrived.
My last night in France I spent in Les Mottets, below the Col de la Seigne. It
was an old saeter, now run as a "dortoir" by a sister and brother from a farm further
down the valley. With three pigs, two cows, a dog, a horse and a donkey, this was
their summer holidays. She made cheese from the milk, putting aside some of the
fresh, still warm milk for me to drink. Watching her making the cheese I got a
deeper understanding of the secrets behind French cheese: she was doing the
washing-up, preparing the pigs' evening meal, squeezing the cheese, all at the same
time, her hands moving quickly from one to the other with no break! The local
shepherd came in for his evening meal - his dog didn't like me, the house dog didn't
like him - in the middle of it all the horse and donkey escaped, were chased back,
colliding with the squealing pigs as they came galloping between the houses. I slept
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I
Val Ferret - Italy
View to Col Ferret, border to Switzerland

alone in the old, long sheep's house, which had been changed to a dormitory, 24
mattresses beside each other on each side of the central walkway.
On Col de la Seigne, Mont Blanc (also of "de Courmayeur") reappeared, to
accompany me. The Elizabetta hut was closed, and it was a long way to go to
Courmayeur, so high up the hillside opposite Mont Blanc, I found a nice place
above the path with soft grass and evening sun, where I slept that night. On the
other side of the valley stood the Aiguilles Noire and Blanche de Peuterey, the one a
pointed black pyramid, the other carrying a white cap of snow; between them, well
guarded, stood the small Dames Anglaises who blushed delicately in the evening
sun. The light dwindled; occasionally a stone fell down the mountainside behind
me - was there an ibex moving about? The night sky was bright with stars. In the
morning the first light caught the top of Mont Blanc setting it on fire. My bread was
dry, the cheese had gone off, and I had no more jam, but it was a breakfast like no
other. I was glad that I had included sleepingbag and underlay in my packing, but it
wasn't really necessary for the huts.
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By now my one knee started to protest, so after a night in the small and friendly
town of Courmayeur, I caught the bus for the end of the Val Ferret. On the Grand
Col Ferret I met the first sign of any of the country borders which I had passed. It
was a stone with an I on the one side, and an S on the other. Still no sign of the
controls and formalities one usually is pestered with. At the other end of the valley,
at the faraway horizon in the south west, was Col de la Seigne where I had entered
Italy three days ago.
Two Germans were coming slowly upwards, with heavy rucksacks. As usual
when "TMB" people met, we took good time for a chat. I met people of many
nationalities (but no Scandanavians), the friendliness was always there, and so was
the patience with my rusty remnants of school French and German. Perhaps it
came from a need to allay the frustration of seeing all the fantastic sights without
being able to voice all one's enthusiasm; there is a limit to what one's daily company
can take.
Down towards the main valley I enjoyed a new experience. My rests were
prolonged because I couldn't leave a sound. On the other side of the river two herds
of cows were moving about. There were some 180 animals, each with her big Swiss
cowbell. Each bell had its own strong, deep tone; all harmonizing with each other,
and carrying a long way.
At the first house in Ferret a Swiss flag was moving in the gentle evening
breeze. The house was a pension, and had spare rooms. With a balcony, and view of
Mont Dolent, the peak where the three countries meet, I ended my Tour de Mont
Blanc. I had spent eleven days on it. The two remaining days back to Trient I will
have to do another time. Perhaps I then will again start in Trient, but go southwards
to Col Grand St. Bernard, and ... But I might first go up to Col de Balme to try to
recapture that dreamlike experience. Or should I let it remain a memory?
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A Brief Look at Lahul, Zanskar & Ladakh
Jack Ashcroft
If you glance at a map of the Himalayas across the north of India, the distance
between Mt. Godwin Austin (K2) in the Karakoram and Mt. Everest (K15) in
Nepal is approximately 900 miles - much the same distance from north to south of
the British Isles. The terrain of the landscape contrasts vividly in both cases, but
that tract of country between K2 and K15 is the greatest contrasting landscape in
the world; from tropical forests, to mammoth rivers, the world's highest snow and
ice clad mountains giving issue to the world's longest non-polar glaciers; and high
plateau desert landscape that Ladakh, close to the Karakoram, is characterised by
in the northern province of the Indian State of Jammu and Kashmir. It is very a
very dry area, as indeed the Karakoram is - but Ladakh excels in that the mountain
peaks of the Ladakh Range and Zanskar rarely reach 7000 metres. The Karakoram
peaks being over 8000 metres, give that little extra precipitation. If you wish to visit
the Himalayas during July and August, the areas of Ladakh, Zanskar and the
adjacent province of Lahul and Spiti are the places to plan for. The farther east you
go towards Nepal the more rain you can expect in the monsoon period. It rains of
course in July and August in Scotland. But when the sun comes out...

Enough of this meandering introduction. Sufficient to say that with August
being our only choice of holiday, Harry Woods and I planned a trek through the
Zanskar Valley from Lahul to Kishtwar during August 1982. We covered about 180
miles in just under three weeks over the Shingo La (5096m) to the capital of the
Zanskar Valley, Padam (3600m) and then out again over the Umasi La (5300m), an
eight day trek of contrasting terrain from the desert-like landscape of Zanskar to the
lush green forested gorges down to Kishtwar. General Bruce having reached a
20000 ft. summit to the east of the Shingo La in 1912 wrote, "Zanskar to the west
though bare enough (compared to his view east) in all conscience is wild, broken
and savage to a degree; a more inhospitable country it would be hard to find; but
some of the peaks are fine boldly shaped ... the great difficulty in Zanskar ... I am
told ... the number of streams to be negotiated ... its intense savageness attracted
me". He goes on to say the people who live there must be hard and able to stand
great cold.
It is this country one enters on the ten day trek from Darcha, the police post in
Lahul, to Padam. It was wild and broken - but the people kind and interesting.
Michel Peissel who traversed the Zanskar Valley in 1978 writes of the people of
Kargiakh (4200m) as inhabiting the highest settlement in the world of any size. We
camped one night there and certainly the living environment is exceptionally
simple. Probably the simplest I've noted in three visits to the area. Kargiakh has
been a frontier post to Zanskar over the Shingo La to Darcha for no doubt
thousands of years and has only recently eased its policing stance. Michel Peissel,
an anthropologist much travelled in the Himalayas, gives a good insight into the
Ladahki character. His book "Zanskar - The Hidden Kingdom" is a very readable
description .of the walk through Zanskar but in the opposite direction to ours. He
writes rather dramatically, but then he did enter Zanskar two or three years after
Ladahk was opened to tourism, the borders having been closed by the Indian
Authorities from the end of the Second World War.
There is much I could obviously write about in nearly three weeks travel
through these ancient sparsely populated valleys of Ladakh, but suffice to say it was
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oach from Zanskar
UmasiLa 5300m on right of photograph. Appr
Photo by}. Ashcroft

s
Looking north from UmasiLa. Zanskar peak
Photo by H. Woods
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a pleasing relief and revelation to walk into Padam having followed wild and broken
gorge after gorge for over a week. Padam, with a population of a thousand or so, is
the capital of Zanskar - effectively half way along a hanging valley some 80 miles
long with oasis like settlements surrounded by mainly dry, barren mountains, the
only way out by passes of some 4000 to 5000 metres to the north, south and west. To
the east is the outlet of the Zanskar River. Not a feasible route in summer we were
told, but in winter it becomes a 100 mile frozen highway, giving ready access from
Padam to Leh, the capital of Ladakh and confluence with the embryonic Indus far
to the north. Peissel's description, The Hidden Kingdom, is an apt description for
Zanskar.
We stayed in Padam for two days and then set out on our eight day trek over
the Umasi La to Kishtwar and Kashmir. The Umasi La is a more serious pass than
the Shingo La and is surrounded by interesting peaks. It had been our intention to
camp two nights high on the pass with a peak in mind but this was not to be so. We
got on the pass near the summits but only for 20 minutes as we rested and watched
the weather blow in from the Kashmir valleys and we resolved to get down the
glacier as soon as possible. It was then a 6 hour descent down jumbled ice fall and .
moraine in snow/rain and poor visibility. On reflection it had probably been best to
descend rather than camp high. We did have a train to catch to Delhi, and time was
suddenly becoming crucial as we looked at the date!
What were the highlights of our trek? I don't know whether highlight is the
right description, but the contrasting temperatures in Zanskar come to mind - from
100°F high noon to freezing nights. The Buddhist culture through Zanskar to

Kang Yisay 6090m viewed from the east.
The north summit on right of photo.
Photo byj. Ashcroft
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Moslem culture down the valleys to Kishtwar. The unclimbed peaks of the area of
considerable climbing interest around the Shingo La and Umasi La, not too huge,
but clustered more dramatically around the Umasi La. And crossing streams. Keep
the party together. On our approach to the Umasi La we ended up with Harry and I
on one side of a glacier snout and melt waters (quite extensive at 7 o'clock in the
evening) and our porters with tentage, food and sleeping bags on the other side. A
forced bivouac at 16000ft. by a crumbling glacier snout and thoughts of snow
leopards was our lot until dawn when we eventually found our way through the
jumble to our porters Dani and Chit for a welcome meal.
It was a fine trek. We were a little austere in our planning with a very basic diet.
We felt we had used some energy at the end of three weeks. But the weather had
been kind. Only l'/2 days poor weather in 18 days. It was disappointing that one
poor day was as we traversed the Umasi La.
In 1984 Harry and I were joined by other Sheffield-based climbers for another
visit to Ladakh. This time eight of us travelled out to India at different times in July
and August to meet up in Leh some 60 miles north of the Zanskar Valley as the crow
flies. How we managed it is remarkable in that Kashmir and Punjab were not in a
very settled state at the time and we had contingency plans to go further east to the
Gahrwal if Leh proved inaccessible. Anyway having travelled out at four different
times (a one, two twos and a three!) eight of us met up in Leh the first week of
August. I can recommend the Marka Valley as an experience in gentle Himalayan
travel. At least the way we did it in contrast to our 1982 trip. We took advantage of
the tourist office facilities in Leh and took an Indian Mountaineering Federation
Guide and two men with horses. The Marka Valley Trek is a regular summer
tourist route some 70 to 80 miles round trip from Leh crossing two passes, the
Ganda La 4450m, and the Longmaru La 5220m. We had a rather hazy view from
the Ganda La north west to the Gasherbrum - K2 massif and to the south the
Kishtwar peaks Tickle Moon, Nun and Kun. We planned on a trekking peak ascent
which turned out to be a sortie into the Hang Yisay group of peaks. We established a
base camp at about 5000m in an idyllic situation and attained the north summit of
Han Yisay 6090m and a subsidiary point 5960m La Ribla on the opposite side of the
Han Yisay glacier from the principal peak.
We were 18 days on this trip including 4 days at our base camp. The highlights
of the holiday were many. Leh being the capital of Ladakh - has a military garrison
and is on the centuries old Karakoram pass trade route between Tibet and India. It
is more in touch with 20th century living than the impression of Zanskar. However
three of us are fairly convinced we saw - I've got to use the word - a Yeti-like
creature leap over the lower boulder strewn slopes of Hang Yisay at 5 am soon after
leaving camp on our 11 hour day on the peak. It's a rather lasting impression
because we couldn't recognise the species on reference to fauna of the region on our
return to Leh. The Hemis Gompa some 3 hours bus journey from Leh is a fine
example of Buddhist architecture some 500 years old, and even better is to walk
1000ft. above Hemis to the tiny sanctuary of Goatsang where the Lama regularly
scrambles up Grade IV rock routes to maintain the prayer flags that span the valley.
Hemis is the centre of the annual festival in May each year when thousands of
pilgrims visit Ladakh for one of the largest Buddhist festivals after the winter snows
have receded which virtually cuts off contact from valley to valley from October to
April each year.
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Un-named rock peak. Zanskar (south)
on approach to Shingo La (5096m)
Photo by J. Ashcroft

This note hardly does justice to my visits to Ladakh in 1982 and 1984.1 will
simply finish by quoting from the pre-war writing of Dr. Tom Longstaff:
"Walk for a week or ten days from Timla along the Hindustan-Tibet 'road' - make a
base camp in the first valley south of the Satlaj that takes your fancy: from here
climb all the peaks on both sides of the valley and you will have had as much good
climbing as in an alpine season and for the same expenditure if your party consists
of not more than three good climbers who can muster enough Hindustani to do
their own job for themselves. Here is both pleasure and high mountains. The scale
is bearable: on the giants is only labour and weariness: they are best to look at."
I would not argue with this, but I'm sure I do not have to remind anyone of the
necessity of fitness before one gets to altitude and then a sensible period of
acclimatization. After that the usual medical precautions to fight the stomach
microbes in a short holiday in India,are essential for "both pleasure and high
mountains". And a postscript. Do study your logistics for a small 'personally
organised trek. We were a bit short to say the least on our porterage to cross the
Umasi La in 1982. If our two lads hadn't been prepared to carry such heavy loads
we wouldn't have got over the pass, and secondly because they did carry such heavy
loads and got behind on the walk up to the pass we ended up by getting on opposite
sides of the glacier snout, that August night in 1982. Why didn't we have horses?
The Umasi La is not suitable for horses, being a glacier pass.
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The mountains of Ladakh are many and varied, most awaiting first ascents.
Once one moves north over the passes of Kulu, Chambra and Kashmir it is a new
world, Little Tibet as it has often been called. It is truly a pocket of high plateau
where India now meets China in today's political and geographical terms. The area
has never been released from much of the tensions which have existed in the post
war period. The area now needs care in future development and tourism. The signs
of rapid progress are there though. I hope the mountaineering fraternity will obey
the rules. Have you purchased your Artou Guide Book "Ladakh-Zanskar" yet?
References:- The Alpine Journal 1912.
"Mountaineering" The Lonsdale Library Vol XVIII
"Zanskar - The Hidden Kingdom" Michel Peissel 1980
The Team Members1982: Jack Ashcroft, Harry Woods
1984: Belinda Swift, Frank Meccor, Jennifer Meccor, Steve Garsed, Ann Garsed,
Charles Knowles

The summit ridge ofKang Yisay 6090m
viewed from the north
Photo by J. Ashcroft
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A First Visit To Skye
Ray Colledge

Not having been to the Isle of Skye before, I was looking forward with interest
to Stan Crawford's 1985 Meet at Ullinish during the Spring Bank Holiday.
Inevitably I began to think about the Cuillin Ridge, but did not think I would
be lucky with the weather on my first visit. Only fine weather would tempt me, as I
wished to enjoy the experience. So morale was not high when I left Derby on
Thursday 23rd May in continuous light rain.
I travelled via the M1 and A1 to Scotch Corner, then to Penrith where the rain
was heavier. It increased over Shap and became worse the nearer I came to
Glasgow. The latter provided easy driving at that time of the evening, but the road
alongside Loch Lomond was dangerous. Flood water caused by the intensely heavy
rain made driving so unpleasant that at llpm I pulled into a layby, dropped the
passenger seat and crawled into my sleeping bag. So heavy was the rain that I dare
not get out of the car, as my waterproof jacket was in the boot. For sometime, from
about Penrith in fact, I had been thinking dark thoughts about the Meet Leader.
Next morning the rain was still too heavy to get out of the car, so I pressed on
until I could stop close to a public toilet. Down Glencoe the rain eased and had
stopped as I arrived at the car park at 6am. It soon recommenced, but not before I
had brewed and eaten.
The rain never stopped again and Fort William was very depressing. It eased
to a drizzle on the Lochalsh Ferry, but on Skye itself it was again very heavy, whilst
at Sligachan it was so torrential that again I dare not open the car door, even to
investigate the Inn. The Meet Leader's stock was at a very low ebb. I had been
saying to myself since Glasgow, "What am I doing driving to Skye in such futile
conditions?".
Then suddenly, after 510 miles of rain, the miracle happened. I switched off
the wipers about 9 miles from Ullinish and ran on dry roads. My tent was pitched
on dry grass, only 30 yards or so from the attractive Bar, which was slightly apart
from the main hotel. The Meet Leader's stock was now very high indeed.
Next day, Saturday, the others would be arriving, so I traversed Macleod's
Tables. Visibility was crystal clear, and everywhere was so lovely that I understood
why people return to Skye. Heather and grass colours stood out on the islands of the
Outer Hebrides, and if the Cuillin Ridge remained in cloud, that was a small
matter.
It rained that night, violently, so that I had doubts about my tent. After that
night, high winds, not rain, kept most people to lower levels. The weather forecast
for the next night was such that I packed up my tent and slept in the car. It really
was a dreadful night so that even the local crofters were impressed, and I think John
Brown also had some moments of apprehension in his impressive canvas structure.
However, rain had stopped by early morning so that some of us, led by veteran
Cuillin man Norman Kershaw, traversed Sgurr Dearg and Sgurr Na Banachdich in
thick mist, descending down the delightful, mist-clear Gobhar Ridge.
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The rain had gone for good and next day John Brown and I explored The Storr
in cloudy but pleasant conditions, with even spells of sunshine.
On Thursday, however, not only was the Cuillin clear but the forecast good.
This had to be the day. Unfortunately no one else shared my enthusiasm. They all
pleaded unfitness, but as they were all Skye veterans, I suspect they had all done the
Ridge at least once.
It was so warm and sunny, that I could not laze about waiting for evening and
so moved round to park at the Glen Brittle campsite, where of course I could not
wait either. Sol started walking, vaguely in the direction of the most southerly peak
of the Cuillin, Gars-Bheinn. It was a lovely walk, in warm sunny conditions, with
views of misty islands across the sea to the south. Soon I had a close up of the Isle of
Soay and was so mesmerized by this that I went too far, and eventually climbed
Gars-Bheinn by the southeast ridge, up appallingly steep grass and scree, reaching
the stage of feeling sorry for myself.
At 3pm I reached the summit and could only gaze in awe at the splendid line of
the ridge to the north. The sun was just right to show the ridge at its best. I had seen
nothing like it before.
I had assumed I would bivouac on Gars-Bheinn, but Gillean beckoned;
besides I could not stay there until next morning. So at 3.30 I departed, feeling
greatly exhilarated.
It was delightful cruising at first, until an exposed scramble took me to the TD Gap. One look and I decided I was not going to climb down into the Gap, as apart
from the fact that the descent looked hard, there was a crowd of climbers in the Gap
already waiting their turn. So I retreated knowing that I could avoid the Gap by
going direct to Alasdair via its Sgumain ridge. However I met two friendly
Northumbrian climbers whom I had previously overtaken whilst they awaited a
friend. The friend had gone down and now they invited me to join them for the
Gap. I accepted, forgetting the crowd already in the Gap, and they were still there
when we arrived.
All of them were little more than scramblers and we spent about l'/2 hours in
the Gap mentally willing them to make a move. Even those not in the lead were
barely moving. All the time a piercing cold wind funnelled through the Gap, so that
when our turn came we were frozen, stiff and dispirited. Under those conditions
the T-D Gap is not worth doing.
After abseiling from the In. Pin. we stopped for the night on the far side of
Sgurr Dearg. I had decided to stay with my new friends, partly because we were
moving at the same speed and partly because they had offered me a lift from
Sligachan to the Glen Brittle campsite and my car. They were also very good
company.
Next morning the ridge continued as delightful as ever, with Gillean ever
beckoning in the distance. How could it be otherwise in such lovely sunny weather,
with a cool breeze to reduce the heat. I was constantly impressed by the exposed
nature of much of the scrambling and interested to see how we all became used to
the often considerable exposure.
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Finally Gillean itself, after turning the impressively exposed "Gendarme" on
the west ridge. We could now look back the length of the ridge, and all the effort felt
very much worthwhile.
Down at Sligachan where we arrived at about 3pm, there was a notice on the
door of the hotel bar, which simply said 'Open All Day'.

The Gouter Hut, Mont Blanc
Geoff Fielding
This shiny metal box, perched at twelve and a half thousand feet on its ledge
above the Grand Couloir, was my home for but one short night, yet will remain
forever in my mind. Arrival was relief from steep ascent. Departure without regret,
for in between was more discomfort than I have met in any dwelling.
The evening meal, portered from the valley below, did not whet my appetite
which at that altitude is never keen. However the sunset confirmed its reputation
and shortly, in the overcrowded dormitory, the united nations of climbers, shelved,
compressed and sweating in the heavy gloom, suffered themselves and each other
through the seemingly endless yet but fleet span before the early hour of rising.
Then, no thought to wash or groom in darkness before evacuation. Just
befuddled gathering and garbing of gear in an international scrummage which
combined to cause fatigue before the climb.

The dishevelled assembly repaired to the dining area and expensively
procured warmed water from the Guardian, when he emerged at 2.00am, to
provide essential lubrication for unwanted crusts reluctantly swallowed to fuel the
imminent toil.
The outhouse toilet facility, featured a not untypical hole fashioned in some
planks thoughtfully poised above an abyss. To reach it and the numbing diversion it
provided, demanded a delicate traverse by torchlight on a frail wooden walkway
covered with ice. No greater technical difficulty was to be encountered during the
climb that day.
Back in the hut, the hardware was collected and secured and then the retching,
wretched, unacclimatised bowed over the balcony rail were circumnavigated before
we threaded slowly uphill on crisp snow into the night.
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Obituaries
GEOFFREY H. MOTTRAM
During its 64 years of existence the M.A.M. has conferred the distinction of
Honorary Membership on only twelve of its members. Nobody has merited this
honour more than Geoffrey Mottram, who was elected an Honorary Member in
1965.
He joined the Association in 1934 and his financial knowledge and potential were
quickly recognised when, in 1937, he was elected Honorary Treasurer, an office he
filled with distinction for 12 years. This period covered the difficult war years, and the
financial problems connected with the acquisition of Glan Dena and the formation of
Glan Dena Limited, of which company I think he was the first secretary.
He was also a member of the very first M.A.M. Hut Sub-Committee, which was
set up in 1944 for the express purpose of acquiring a club hut. When this committee
had completed its task and found Glan Dena, it naturally followed that Geoffrey as
Hon. Treasurer continued to be heavily involved in the financial side.
In 1959 he agreed to take on the office of Hon. Programme Secretary and for the
next ten years fulfilled this often difficult and time-consuming job with great
conscientiousness and enthusiasm which was so typical of Geoffrey. He provided an
excellent list of speakers for our indoor meets which included such names as Myrtle
Simpson, Lionel Terray and Chris Bonington.
In the mid '60s he once again became involved in searching for a hut, when he
agreed to join a sub-committee which spent much time inspecting properties in Mid
Wales and the Lake District. When a decision was made to buy Low House he again
gave much help in setting up the financial arrangements.
But finance was not by any means his only "forte". He was an "active"
mountaineer throughout the whole of his 52 years of membership. He attended at
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least two pre-war Alpine Meets; I remember with pleasure days spent with him on
Ben Nevis and the Mamores on a number of early post-war Fort William meets; then
he and Mavis led a number of Family Meets when their three boys were of an age to
start enjoying the hills. His name appears frequently in the first Glan Dena Log Book
recording his ascents of many well known routes in North Wales. In his later years he
joined a number of the Spring Holiday Meets in Scotland, and only last year was in
Skye with us.
He had been greatly looking forward to attending the re-opening of Glan Dena
on 22nd March, but sadly it was not to be. He died after a very short illness in
February.
J.G.B.
JOHN CHARLES COW
When John Cow died suddenly during what came to be the last of his regular
appearances at the Gower Meet, it was, for quite a few fellow members, the loss of a
friend of more than 40 years.
John was 72 and his death was the final chapter of a brief and only relatively
recent serious health problem. But there was a warm philosophical tone to this
chapter because John and Joan had made this trip to the Gower for a very special
reason. They had previously spent nearly three weeks in Pembrokeshire and
returned home for only three days before succumbing to a tempting forecast of fair
weather and the prospect of a long weekend with their friends on the Gower.
Although John did not join the Association till 1948 he had been active in the
out-of-doors world from childhood. He may have been a keen hill walker but he had
also enjoyed wild-water canoeing, including, it is alleged, a rescue from the tidal rip
of the Menai Straits, and rock climbing.
The development of his climbing career owed something to his being a
professional electrical engineer, because during the '39-'45 war he met other
climbers who joined him at a well known R & D establishment. One of these was
Ted Lloyd, well known to us all. Despite the many obstacles that existed at that
time, visits to the hills were not infrequent and with Ted and others, both then and
for many years to come, John walked and climbed many of the classic routes in the
U.K. His programme took in the Association activities on Arran, at Fort William
both with Norman Cochran based at Rhu Mhor and Stuart Hutchinson based at
Corpach, and also the Skye meets with Cyril Machin centred on Glen Brittle
House. He also made many visits independently to meet friends at spring
gatherings in the Scottish hills; and we can add frequent visits to the Lakes, Wales
(north and south) and the wilder coastal areas.
The London Section had John's regular support for many years, in the field and
at the lectures: he climbed on the sandstone outcrops of the S.E. when their existence
was known to only a dedicated few and guide books were unheard of. Somewhat
astonishingly he was persuaded to try skiing but he limited his pleasures to "downhill
only", perhaps wisely.
After his retirement in 1974 he and Joan travelled widely in a camping van which
became familiar to many of us, though its reputation was tarnished when it refused to
convey John and Joan to Fort William a few years ago. It was replaced by another
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which was still earning its spurs on his last trip. John had a bit of a love-hate
relationship with his vehicles. Many years ago, before motorways, his schedule for
Farnborough to Fort William was not more than 14 hours. As he once said
nonchalantly on the old Al, "we shall have to raise the cruising speed to 85 or miss
supper at Rhu Mhor". At this speed on the Rannoch Moor road even wandering
sheep did not seem to impress him. Even earlier his infamous open tourer "Morris 8"
was allegedly unsafe because of an infestation of woodworm; but it got us to the hills
regularly nevertheless.
John had also gathered together an extensive collection of maps, books and other
literature embracing many active and passive aspects of the outdoor scene to
complete, in his quiet way, an all embracing interest.
Many of us will recall John as being a private person but he had a dry and gently
mocking sense of humour not displayed to all: it was this that kept his spirits up when
he found his active life was becoming restricted. Perhaps, in the end, the when, where
and even the how of his passing were not far removed from his unspoken wish.
Our deepest sympathy goes to Joan who continues to be a member of the
Association.
F.R.R.

BABS SOLARI
Babs and Frank Solari met as fellow members of the New York Chapter of the
Appalachian Mountain Club which Frank had joined when his war job took him to
the New York office of the British Air Commission. They chose a climbing trip to the
Wind River Range in Wyoming for their honeymoon and thereafter they climbed and
trekked together in many parts of the world and in all seasons of the year.
Frank had come to the M.A.M. from the Stoats and shortly after their
homecoming Babs became a member of the M.A.M. She was elected to the Ladies'
Alpine Club and served on its committee.
It would be impossible to list all the expeditions which Babs and Frank
undertook together. Abroad there were Alpine holidays, often with A.B.M.S.A.C.
parties, three private trekking and climbing expeditions with friends in the Himalaya,
a trek along the Arctic Trail in Sweden, including the ascent of Kebnekaise, an
expedition with the Ladies' Alpine Club to the Ala Dag mountains in Turkey, a visit
to Mount Olympus in Washington State and a holiday trip to Mount Assiniboine in
the Canadian Rockies.
At home Easter and Whitsuntide, and weekends inbetween, found them in
Wales or the Lakes. For several years they joined the Cairngorm Club's New Year
Meet with Hamish and Millicent Me Arthur. After Hamish's death New Year often
found them with us in Wales. Whatever the weather we were always off to the hills.
Babs was also an accomplished skier and no mean horsewoman.
This list of where she climbed gives no idea of her character and personality, her
integrity, her utter reliability in anything she undertook, her sense of fun, her sense of
duty and her high standards in every aspect of her life.
Babs was a mathematician and was a lecturer at Columbia University when she
met Frank. In England she became a lecturer at the Chelsea Polytechnic which later
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became a university college. After retiring from Chelsea she worked for the Open
University. All her students appreciated her helpfulness and the personal interest she
always took in their work and their problems.
In all aspects of her life Babs was a very special person, a woman whom her
friends loved and honoured and whose friendship they treasured.
She was proud of her Scottish forbears, particularly her great great grandfather,
Robert Stuart, who emigrated from Balquhidder early in the 19th century. He made
the second crossing of the Rockies from West to East, discovering the Stuart Pass and
pioneering the Oregon Trial. With such an ancestry it is little wonder that Babs loved
the wild places of the world.
E.M.W.

WILLIAM OGILVY DUNCAN
Bill Duncan, who died on 16th June 1986, was, at over 90, certainly then our
oldest member and, with the exceptions of C. E. A. Andrews and J. H. Hardman, the
longest serving, having joined the M. A.M. in 1928 at the instigation of his business
colleague, F. G. Brettell, who had joined in 1924, Like Gilbert Brettell he was active,
not only in climbing, but also in the administration of the Association. He was a joint
Editor with E. W. Steeple of Bulletins Nos. 1 to 6 published in the years 1933 to 1939,
Programme Secretary from 1950 to 1957 and President from 1957 to 1959.
Bill's love of the hills stemmed from his childhood in Scotland when he spent
most of his holidays on his grandfather's farm in Glen Clova at the foot of Lochnagar.
On joining the Association he attended many of the outdoor meets, particularly in
North Wales. Even as early in his membership as March 1929 he gave a short paper on
Wales. He still visited his beloved Scotland, attending at least one meet at Fort
William in the 1930's, climbing in Skye and walking across Scotland with a tent
(nowadays it would be called 'back-packing').
After the 1939-45 War (and it should be noted that Bill served his country in two
world wars), Bill took a keen interest in the acquisition in 1945 and in the development
of Glan Dena. He gave good support to the building of the new Glan Dena in 198586. He and his wife, Nan, attended two Alpine meets Les Tines above Chamonix in
1947 and the Dolomites in 1950. He also attended Past President's meets, the last
being in 1979 when he was aged 83. Bill was a regular attender for many years of the
weekly M.A.M. lunches in Birmingham which now, alas, have ceased.
Bill was born on Christmas Day 1895 (a date, but not the year, he shared with his
wife) the third of eight children of the Church of Scotland Minister in Biggar,
Lanarkshire. His studies at Glasgow University where he was reading for the degree
of Bachelor of Science in Engineering, were interrupted when he volunteered to serve
in the armed forces. He tried to join the Royal Navy and then the Royal Flying Corps,
but he was rejected by both on eyesight grounds, so he joined the Army where he
served for 4y2 years in the (now Royal) Army Service Corps, mostly in Belgium and
France. He was wounded twice, the second time badly and involving repatriation to
the U.K. In a way this was a blessing in disguise because it was in 1916 just before the
carnage of the Bank of the Somme. He was commissioned in June 1917 and finally
attained the rank of Captain when he was the Transport Officer of a heavy artillery
battery.
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After being demobilised he returned to Glasgow University. In 1920, even
though armed with an engineering degree, he found it difficult to obtain suitable
employment in Scotland, so he did what many Scotsmen do, took the train south to
England, and, in his case, got off at Birmingham. Through the Labour Exchange he
joined the firm of George Barker & Brettell, Chartered Patent Agents. In 1930 he
became a partner. However before then he met another expatriate Scot, Nan, whom
he married on 23rd April 1924. For their 60th wedding anniversary in 1984 the family
arranged a flight in a specially chartered plane from Halfpenny Green over the
mountains of Snowdonia and putting down near Bangor for a jolly good luncheon at a
local hotel.
Bill had a distinguished career in his profession: he became a Fellow of the
Chartered Institute of Patent Agents in 1922 and its President in 1953 an office that
has since been held by his son, Angus.
As a consulting engineer Bill delighted in things mechanical, an interest he
shared with his friend, John Donkin (M.A.M. President 1949-51). During the 193945 war Bill was not only active in his profession as well as serving in the Royal
Observer Corps, but he found time to make parts for radar equipment used at T.R.E.
Malvern with which some of our members were once associated.
Bill had an intense interest in motorcars which he shared with his friends. One
was the late Lewis Graham, also a Scot and an original member of the M.A.M. who
had a vintage Rolls Royce Silver Ghost. Another was the late George Lanchester (of
Lanchester cars) whose daughter was the late Mrs. Nancy Heaton, also a member of
the M.A.M. Bill derived great pleasure out of his fairly old Alfa Romeo. His love of
cars was of course well known to members: in the 1934 Bulletin under an alphabetical
'Who's Who At The Meets', there is recorded:
"D is for DUNCAN, a member of parts
Who comes to the meets in his car
if it starts"
Bill and Nan were well travelled. They had been to South America (by cargo ship
2 of 11 passengers), North America including Alaska and Yukon, New Zealand,
South Africa, Kenya and much of Europe.
Bill was a man of many parts. He had read widely; he was Chairman of the
Birmingham Library in Margaret Street (before it merged in 1955 with the Midland
Institute); he was a member of the Central Literary Association and the University
Graduates Club. These were in addition to a lot of time he gave to the Chartered
Institute of Patent Agents.
To many of our younger members Bill was probably only a name in the
Handbook, but other members who knew him, will remember him with affection as a
kind and courteous man with many friends and no enemies. It was always enjoyable
being in his company, for he had a fund of knowledge and was a great raconteur.
Our sympathies are extended to Nan, his daughter Noel-Ann, and his son
Angus.
G.S.M.
We also have to record the death of COLIN BATES on 1st April 1986. He joined the
Association in 1941.
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JOURNAL
The Hon. Editor is always pleased to receive contributions suitable for
inclusion in the Journal and these should be addressed to him at 13 Fox Houses
Road, Whitehaven, Cumbria CA28 8AF.
Photographs are most welcome. The ideal format is black and white prints but
some colour slides will also convert well.
Sketch maps add interest to many articles and are always most welcome.
Unfortunately several maps offered for this issue have not been able to stand up to
repeated copying and remain legible. Large maps which can be reduced, or those
maps which are stencilled, or drawn to good graphical standards in black ink, may
be able to withstand copying, but originals are always preferable. Members who
feel the onset of trauma as they contemplate posting a cherished original, may like
to know that the Post Office provides a compensation fee service at 27p per £60.
Three gifts of back numbers of the Journal and the Bulletin have been received
and it has been possible to satisfy outstanding requests for old issues. There is now a
tiny stock of back numbers in existence and it is hoped that members will help the
Hon. Editor to conserve that inevitably dwindling stock by depositing any
redundant older issues with him. Non-mountaineering spouses may need help
before they can distinguish between the Association's literary heritage and
disposable ephemera.

The M.A.M. acknowledges with thanks the receipt of the following
journals:
the Fell & Rock Journal 1985 and 1986
the Yorkshire Ramblers' Club Journal No. 39 1985
the Pinnacle Club Journal No. 19 1982-84
Army Mountaineering Association Newsletters 3-85, 4-85, 1-86, 2-86
the Climbers' Club Journal 1984
Stoats Journal 1985
the quarterly publications Deutscher Alpenverein
the Scottish Mountaineering Club Journal 1985 and 1986
the Cairngorm Club Journal (100th issue)
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